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ABSTRACT

The finite element method is an established tool for the anal
ysis of stress levels in complex structures such as ship hulls and air
plane frames.

Typical finite element programs suffer from being huge

and unwieldy.

They require vast amounts of manpower to prepare and

check the input data and analyze results.
It was felt that the input and output of a finite element pro
gram could be automated to a great extent with the help of an inexpen
sive graphics terminal in an interactive m ode9 thereby simplifying and
speeding up the entire analysis procedure.

In this w a y s 'the analysis

becomes less expensive, and better suited to a design cycle.
The resultant program system is a library of specialized pro
grams all referencing standardized data files on the computer’s disk.
This design allows greater flexibility and drastically reduces the
core requirement.

Program modules may, for example, perform automated

model generation, model editing and display, automated load and boun
dary condition generation, load and boundary condition editing and dis
play, deflection and stress computations, and result display.

Routines

are also available to save data files on tape as well as restore them
to disk, thereby eliminating unnecessary disk storage charges.

CHAPTER 1

THE BIRTH OF THE SYSTEM

Over the years, the finite element method has become
increasingly popular with industry as a convenient tool for performing
stress analyses of their products, such as automobiles, aircraft and
ships *

Finite element programs and models have become progressively

sophisticated, expanding in both size and complexity.
In order to run an analysis, the engineer first has to spend
days, weeks or even months, in extreme cases, dividing his structure
up into suitable simpler pieces called finite elements connected at
points called the nodes which have to be located by coordinates and
numbered in a certain way.

If a band-width solution method is employed,

the user needs to minimize the difference in node numbers on any given
element in order to optimize solution time and, sometimes, to conform
to program limitations.

Once the model is satisfactorily defined, the

associated data have to be fed into the computer.

This is done by

data cards, one for each node and each element, a FORTRAN program der-.
fining a regular structure or a combination of both.

Once the geometry

is defined to the computer, superfluous freedoms of movement need to
be suppressed and boundary conditions and loads have to be applied to
the model.

The model is then ready to be run and results obtained.

This represents an extreme amount of work with correspondingly
large chances of error.

Throughout the data generation process and

before the final run, the data needs to be checked for errors, either
by printing it all out and checking the printed d a t a —
equally error-prone p r o cedure

an almost

or ideally, by having the computer pro

duce a plot of the model and checking it visually as much as possible,
a vastly better method for human beings who interpret graphical data
much more readily than the same data in numerical form.
It is very important that errors in the input data be corrected
before the solution is run, as these errors can invalidate a solution
run that used several hundred or thousand dollars worth of computer
time.
Even when the solution is; correct, most of the existing analy
sis programs produce only stacks of printed output that require
additional days or weeks of interpreting and plotting.

System Design Criterion
It was in an attempt to overcome these problems and to simplify
the overall analysis procedure that this program package was initiated.
It was decided at the outset that the system would be interactive, with
the user generating and updating his data on-line.

The correctness of

the data was to be checked by graphic plots of the model showing the
geometry, the loading, and possibly even the boundary conditions.
the solution was finished, the results —
were also to be shown graphically.

When

deflections and s t r e s s e s —

All of these displays were to be

produced on one of the new computer driven graphic displays, producing
on-line plots, and thus eliminating the annoying wait of up to several
hours for a Calcomp or other computer produced paper plot.

The display

3
of these functions—

applied to a three-dimensional model—

on a two-

dimensional screen poses some problems, which are discussed in
Appendix A.

<-

The system is designed around a storage tube type graphics
terminal, since such a terminal, possibly augmented by a hard-copy
device, may be purchased for a minimal amount ($4,500 - $7,000), and
the program run on a time-sharing system, allowing access to a larger
group of users.

It is also possible to run the program on a dedicated

mini for about $20/hour.
Since the programs under consideration will operate in an
interactive mode, it is of importance that they reside in a minimum
amount of core and that chaining, or overlays, be used.
desirable that the data be disk-resident.

It is also

In this fashion the core

requirement is practically independent of the problem size.

This

achieves two goals, one being that the system may be adapted to mini
computers, should they have sufficient amount of backing storage, the
other goal being that, should the system operate on a large time
sharing computer, the core-requirement would be reasonable so that
several users may be in core at the same time, in addition to
decreasing cost of computer time.
Because of the need for minimum core memory utilization, the
concept of a general purpose, "do everything" program is discarded
in favor of a collection of fully compatible, special purpose.programs
and a general purpose "Unified Data Base" (UDB), which contains data
describing the problem at hand.

The UDB is normally stored on disk

as a set of files of standard format,

Each computational step, such as

the stiffness assembly, may be initiated by calling the appropriate
subprogram from the program library.

By adding this flexibility it is

felt that the experienced user gains better control of the operations.
It is also possible to expand.the available program library through a
userTs group and thereby share experiences and interchange programs in
a standard format.

This is a particularly attractive feature in an

age of nationwide computer networks in which both programs and data
may be accessed through a password.
Although the project was started with ship structures in mind,
the concept has developed in such a manner as to offer a solution to
other problems related to finite element analysis.

The end product

should provide a nationwide communication system between users enabling
them to exchange data, results and programs with relative ease.

The

system acknowledges and utilizes some of the latest developments in
computer technology; namely, time-sharing, inexpensive graphics ter^
minals and computer networks.
mini-computers.
1.

It also may be used advantageously with

Summarizing, the design constraints are:

The use of low cost graphics terminals, to allow access to a
large number of users with minimum capital outlay.

The most

economical graphics terminal which offers satisfactory per
formance for engineering purposes appears to be a storage tube
device coupled with a hard-copy attachment and a high speed
data transmission interface.

5
2. Minimum core
time-sharing

utilization, to ensure high priority on a large
computer system.

This also permits a number of

users to share the computer effectively.

The constraint on

core seems to favor not only the use in a time-sharing environ
ment but also the possibility of utilizing mini-computers.
3.

Inherent modularity and flexibility
expanded and

so that the program may be

maintained in response to user demands and hard

ware innovations.

Additionally9 it is desirable that the program package be as
machine independent as is feasible, to simplify conversions from one
computer to another.
The program package that resulted is call the GIFTS (Graphics
Oriented Interactive Finite Element Time-Sharing) System.

Highlights of the GIFTS System
The GIFTS System is designed as a comprehensive collection of
programs as well as a standardized data base.

The programs are only a

part of the system and may be modified, expanded or replaced as the
need arises.

Each program operates on the data base and results in

data modification.

In some instances it may add new items.

Programs

are thus data manipulators and the central concept is that of the
Unified Data Base.(UDB).

.

*

The UDB contains Information describing the type of problem,
the model nodes, elements, freedom patterns, loads being applied, the
boundary conditions, the stiffness matrix before or after decomposition.

stresses? material properties, etc»

Additionally the data base main

tains a status list which keeps track of the progress of the solution
and prevents the inexperienced user from committing flagrant errors as
much as possible as well as provides the experienced user with auto
matic selection of operations in order to avoid excessive decision
making on an uninteresting level.

On the other hand, care has to be

taken that the amount of data contained in the UDB does not become
excessive, otherwise storage may be expensive and inefficient,
One of the basic assumptions of the system is that the analysis
of the problem is conducted in a number of steps.

Some of these steps

are interactive, and some best conducted in a batch mode.
steps, the data are preserved in the UDB.

In between

Special operators would

enable the user to retrieve all files pertaining to his problem and
store them away on permanent disk files or on magnetic tape. •
A certain amount of disk software is required, particularly
random access file data storage.

Fortunately, all large systems, and

most small systems, now have such capabilities.

In the case of non-

availability of true random access one may simulate it through
relatively simple subroutines, although the use of such systems is not
recommended as this simulation is inefficient.
s

The user of the system is highly conscious of the program
progress in a physical sense.

He knows, for example, whether the

stiffness matrix has been generated or whether the loads have already
been applied.

He may retrieve the status list through the use of an

information package.

The user also has complete access to data on the

disk.

The files are all described in sufficient detail and the user's

manual for each system contains a guide, of how to read and write
records from the particular files using the standard systems software
as much as possible.

In this fashion the user is encouraged to write

his own supplementary routines in order to suit his particular appli
cation and his current needs.
Since the data base contains all the information required in
order to perform many of the standard finite element operations 9 one
may be able to access the same data base with several different pro
grams .

For example, one may use a heat conduction program to calculate

the temperature distribution within a model and follow up with the
application of an axisymmetric solids program to calculate resulting
thermal stresses.

It is also possible, due to a special file protec

tion feature3 that a user have access to several different problems
within the same disk space.

It is equally possible to provide special

packages that may merge several data banks and produce a new UDB under
a different name.

Several programmers may access the same data bank

in order to operate as a team during complex model generation or result
examination o
An automatic, three-dimensional mesh generator for plates and
shells, BULKM, is provided.
a bulk data generator.

The BULKM program is intended for use as

Due to the complexity of ship structures it is

desirable, after the initial bulk data operation, that the user have an
editing and viewing capability so that he may alter any unsatisfactory
items»

For example, he may delete elements, shift point coordinates.

or introduce new elements„

The philosophy of providing a bulk data

generator followed by an editor to handle non-standard details is
employed also during load and boundary condition generation as well as
for nodal freedom assignment.
Under the proposed configuration, one may also visualize a
situation where a large, three-dimensional complex ship structure is
generated in parallel by a number of programmers or engineers each
using his own UDB.

Eventually, the model parts may be merged to

create the total structure on a master UDB, which is transferred to a
batch program for analysis.

Upon completion of the computation each

user may extract his part of the model, remesh it, and go through a
process of local analysis.

In the future it is planned to add a

reduced substructure capability, so that a large analysis may be con
ducted in small stages, thereby providing an efficient computational
method for large structures similar to that provided at the moment by
the programs DAISY. (Kamel, Liu, and White, 1973) and SESAM (Araldsen,
1972).

CHAPTER 2

MACHINE INDEPENDENCE

In order that the program package may be used on different
types of available time-sharing computers, it is requiredxthat the
coding be machine independent.
course, an impossible goal.

True machine independence is, of

It is imperative that changes be made to

a program when adapted from one computer system to another; unless, of
course, the program does not require any but the most elementary fea
tures of the installation.

It is always possible to write the program

such that all machine dependent functions are well isolated and that
alternate coding is provided for every system on which the program may
function.

Special attention has been paid to this design goal and the

final test will come when several versions of the same program are
provided for different systems.

Software Requirements
Any computer system that the program package is to be run on
must have a certain minimum capability in its software.

Without this

minimum, although the program package may still run on the system, it
will run only extremely inefficiently.

FORTRAN IV
The program package has been coded using a sufficiently nondemanding subset of FORTRAN IV so that it should be acceptable to any
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computer system on which it may be implemented.

It uses no ENTRY

points in the subroutiness no multiple assignment statements, no im
plied DO loops in DATA statements and, of course, no subscripted
subscripts.

It does, however, require labelled COMMON blocks, double

subscripted implied DO loops in READ and WRITE statements and logical
IF statements.
Numerical output statements, created by FORTRAN commands, are
designed to fit on a standard teletype (72 characters), and are pro
vided with carriage control characters for line’-printer\output.

Mass Storage
In the vast majority of commercial computer systems, disk files
may be stored in either sequential or random access formats.
On a sequential file, each WRITE statement writes a record
sequentially at the end of the file.

The records may be of any length,,

and are terminated with an end-of-record mark of some type by the
computer system, so the system can determine where the record ends when
reading the file.
rewound.

After the last write, the file may be closed or

When reading the file, records are available sequentially

only, starting with the first record.

A single record cannot be

rewritten without rewriting the entire file.
With a^random access file, any of the records m a y be read or
written in any order.

This program package, for simplicity, defines

all its random access files to consist of a number of records all of
equal length.

Thus, the record number is sufficient to specify the

location of the record in the file.

The entire record need not be
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read or written at a time, only that part up to the data desired.

If

only a part of the record is written back, the rest of the record re
mains unchanged.

The number of records, or the size of each record,

may be adjusted later in the computation.
The length of each random access record is defined in words.
Since the number of words required to store a single-precision floating
point number varies from system to system, and the possible use of
double-precision requires additional words still, two parameters are
stored by the system in the parameter file (Chapter 3) from which the
record lengths are computed.
For computer systems that do not define their random access
files in this way (CDC 6000 series, for example), special routines will
be provided to simulate the process.
It is foreseen that the efficiency of the program package will
depend to a great extent on the characteristics of the backing storage
provided and the associated handlers.

In certain instances, it may be

necessary to provide speed-up (buffering) packages to improve the performance.

;Chaining (Overlaying, Segmentation)
Since the program package is to be run in minimum core on a
time-sharing system or mini-computer, and since finite element programs
are bound to be fairly lengthy, particularly with the display routines
incorporated, a powerful and flexible facility for partitioning the
program and automatically loading the portions as they are needed for
execution is required.

This particular feature, as well as the disk

-
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handling routines? is.of utmost importance as it relieves the con
straint of core limitation, thus allowing large programs with large
quantities of data to be run in a small amount of core memory.

Graphics Capabilities
Unfortunately, no two graphics systems are alike,

Since they

are relatively new on the scene of computer equipment, no real attempts
at standardization have yet been made.

They vary greatly in hardware

capability, although there are two basic types—

refresh and storage.

A refresh scope works basically like a large oscilloscope,
except that it has additional gear.

It requires core storage into

which is placed a "graphics program," consisting of instructions de
fining lines, intensities, etc.

A so-called "graphics processor,"

itself a computer, reads these instructions and converts them into line
strokes and beam displacements for the oscillograph output.

Addition

ally, it may generate curved or dashed lines, rotate the figure being
displayed (in two or three dimensions), clip the display at specified
boundaries, and detect and act on light-pen hits or function buttons.
As the display processor is constantly cycling through its display
program to generate the display, changing a part of the display with
out affecting the rest can be.accomplished by modifying the appropriate
part of the display program.
possible.

Real-time dynamic displays are also

A disadvantage is that, as the display becomes more involved,

utilizing more lines and beam movements, the display becomes dimmer and
finally begins to flicker since the processor cannot execute the dis
play program fast enough to provide a refresh rate of 30 frames per
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second.

Also, due to the need of its own computer, a refresh scope

tends to be expensive.
A storage scope display works basically on the same principles
as a refresh scope display, except that the display tube is designed
so that images can be retained directly in the phosphors of the screen,
eliminating the need for an associated computer constantly replotting
the display out of memory.

This greatly reduces the cost of the dis

play terminal, as well as eliminating the problem of flickering.

It

has the added advantage that the circuitry can be easily designed to
provide significantly more accurate displays than the refresh scope,
as well as having increased stability, since the circuits need not work
nearly as fast, typically being around two or three orders of magnitude
slower.

The disadvantages of a storage scope are that in order to

change part of the

display, the entire display must be erased and

replotted by the user’s software.

This process is entirely too slow

for a real-time dynamic display, taking several seconds to erase and
redraw the p l ot.

Also, the resolution is not as fine as that of a

refresh scope, as the storage scope typically has a smaller screen
with wider lines, and a light-pen cannot be used with it.

Blinking

of lines is obviously not possible, and a storage scope with different
intensity levels is not common.

Storage scopes that have hardware

provisions for plotting dashed lines have just recently become avail
able.
In the last year or two, numerous companies have come out with
low cost graphics terminals based on a standard television set.

While
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these terminals may be suitable for some applications9 such as graph
plotting, their resolution is far too low for satisfactory application
to finite element displays.
With these vast differences in hardware configurations avail
able; storage vs. refresh, differing numbers of available intensities,
with or without blink, rotate, dash and curved line capabilities,
it is understandable that the supportive software is also highly
variant, as each manufacturer tries to convey all of the capabilities
of his system through the software.

It is because of these differences

that the GIFTS system assumes only the most basic capabilities of a
graphics system.

In this way it is felt that it should be possible to

run the program package on any graphics system available without
recourse to extensive modification.

The assumed capabilities are;

positioning the beam (not intensified), anywhere on the display screen
and drawing a line (visible or invisible) from the current beam posi
tion to a specified point on the screen and to plot text on the screen,
starting at the current beam position.

This last requirement may seem

to be a little more than basic, but all graphics units surveyed have
some type of hardware character generator.

Besides, labelling the

plots produced by the program is felt to be,essential if a hard copy is
to be made of it for later reference.
The GIFTS package has essentially been designed around a
storage scope, since it is the most restrictive, and because of its
economy, making it the one users of the program are most likely to
purchase.

Anticipated Modifications for
Compatibility with Different Computer Systems
It should be reasonably apparent from the above comments that
modifications to the package will be necessary when adapting it to
different, computer systemsa

Bearing this in mind, the programs were

structured9 as much as possible5 so as to isolate the machine dependent
coding, and thus simplify the conversion process.

Mass Storage Handling Routines
j

'

.

Random access files are all opened and closed by subroutine
calls.

Although the subroutine names are those of system routines on

the PDP-15 DOS system, on which the package was originally developed,
these routines may be provided by the user to call the appropriate rou^
tines on a different system.

Almost all of the accesses to random

access files are isolated in special purpose subroutines.

The only

exceptions are where the reference is of a unique type that is used in
only one location in the program.

The subroutines all replace a large

number of READ7s or WRITEfs of the same form, thus reducing the conver
sion effort required to implement the program on a new computer system.

Graphics .Subroutines
As with the mass storage routines, all of the graphics sub
routine calls are calls to routines on the PDP-15 system.

Additionally,

the subroutine names and functions were chosen to be compatible with
the refresh scope graphics system built by Digital Equipment Corpora
tion as an accessory to the PDPAL5.

Although all of these calls are

restricted to one or two subroutines in each of the programs that do
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graphics displays, and can all be replaced with the appropriate calls
for the new system, the easiest way to convert the program is to write
dummy subroutines that simply call the appropriate routines on the new
system.
It may be desirable, or even necessary, in some cases, to write
assembly language routines that do the plotting themselves.

In this

way, more control may possibly be retained over the display than that
allowed by the system routines, and/or the plotting process may be
speeded up.

Such was the case with the PDP-15 system here at The

University of Arizona, since it was desired to plot displays on a
Tektronix 4010 storage scope, for which no software was obtained.

An

assembly language graphics system was written with a subset of the
capabilities of the GRAPHIC-15 (Digital's name for their refresh scope),
essentially realizing only the capabilities mentioned above in the
section on Software Requirements; namely, beam positioning and solid
V

line drawing.

It is an improvement over the PDP-15 graphics system in

one respect, however, in that it clips all lines at the boundaries of
the screen’ area, while the PDP-15 blanks the entire line if any part of
it goes off the screen,

A detailed description and listing of the

Tektronix ,4010 graphics sof tware may be found in Appendix B.

Integer Packing
. Additionally, there are several subroutines that pack and
unpack variable numbers of integers to and from single words to pre^
serve storage.

In packing integers into single words, the basic word

length of the machine plays an important part.

As a rule, a number of
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integers are packed into one word so that, for the smallest word length
anticipated, a reasonable range of integers may be represented.

The

packing and unpacking routines are written in assembly language, and
thus must be replaced on every new computer system.. Although the
packing and unpacking routines could have been written in FORTRAN, it
is not particularly suited to the purpose, and the code generated is
very inefficient.

Moreover,.it would probably also be desirable, if

not necessary, to change these FORTRAN routines when changing computer
systems because of different word sizes on the computers.

CHAPTER 3

UNIFIED DATA BASE (UDB)

The GIFTS system is designed to operate with minimum core
requirements»

It is therefore imperative that all data pertaining to

the problem be disk resident,

Additionally9 as GIFTS is intended as a

design oriented system, it is imperative that the user be able to stop
the process at specified check points to restart the system at the
same or any other desired point.
an iterative m o d e —
the solution, etc, '—

It must also be possible to work in

running a solution, modifying the model, rerunning
until the desired design is attained.

Although the package is primarily aimed at ship design using
the finite element method, it is desirable that the system be suffin
d e n t ly general to allow, for example, heat transfer computation,
axisymmetrical solids and so on.

For this reason, a standard disk file

format that is both efficient and general had to be designed.

The

purpose of this chapter is to describe, in detail, these files and
information contained therein,

The proposed UDB has the following

advantages:
1,

It is possible under the new system to save and restore the
job conveniently so that the analysis may be performed in
stages,

2,

Through the common data base it is possible to interface difrferent programs with relative ease,
18
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3. A medium is provided for interchange of finite element oriented
programs, such as mesh generators and solution schemes,

One

may even venture to include large batch programs such as NASTRAN (McCormick, 1972) and DAISY (Kamel et al., 1969) as well
as other packages based on discrete representation, though not
necessarily finite element techniques.
4.

It is suited for operation on a computer

network where both

data and programs may be transmitted via high speed data links.
5.

The approach is equally feasible for use

on mini-computers.

The File Identifiers
Each job has a five character alphanumeric identifier.
identifier is used to access the job files.

This

Each file has a subname

(name extension), which describes the nature of the file.

In this

manner, several jobs may be present simultaneously on the same disk
space to be accessed by the same user.

Some of the files may be non-

standard, as long as they are defined to the system by the user.

All

of the standard files, except TOT, are random access disk files.

TOT

is a sequential file.
Table 3.1 is a summary of the standard files, their names, and
functions.

Parameter and Switch File (JOB, PAR)
The following lists are provided within this file:
eter list, B)

Mode switch list, C)

tional files, E)

Status list, D)

Weighting factor list.

A)

Param

List of addi

Each list is a record

Table 3,1,

File

Name
Extension

Summary of the Standard Files

Description

Parameter

PAR

• Has a list of parameters and switches indicating the size of the problem,
the mode of analysis5 the current status, and special purpose files.

Point

PTS

Has-a record on each node containing a.user/program dictionary, the coor
dinates, lumped mass, the freedom pattern, kinematic dependency and local
freedom transformations.

Element

ELT

Has a record for each element giving the type, the total number of cor
ner points, the connectivity, a thickness, and material pointer.

. Thickness

THS

Has.a table of standard thicknesses.

Material

MAT

Has a.table of material properties.

Stiffness :
directory ;

SDY

Stiffness directory.
Has information regarding the location of non-zero
submatrices within the master stiffness matrix, the number within each
row, and the spread of interaction with previous rows.

Stiffness
directory

STF

Stiffness matrix storage file.
Each record represents a submatrix ac
cessible through the directory.

Load

LDS

Contains load vectors for all loading cases.

Temperature

TMP

Contains nodal temperature values for all loading cases.

Stress

STR

Has element stresses for all loading cases.

Interface

INT

Has information regarding kinematically constrained interfaces.

JOB'

TOT

SAVE file usually present on disk or magnetic tape at sign-off time.
It contains all information previously described and is used to reload
the job automatically.
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containing 30 words.

In order to prepare a program for future expan

sion, many options are provided for, although not necessarily currently
implemented.
A.

Parameter List (array LP) contains the following parameters in
the given order:
1.

NGPT

Number of grid points (total)

2.

NELTS

Number of elements (total)

3.

NLCT

Number of loading cases (total)

4.

NVMT

Number of vibrational modes (total)

5 o NUNKT

Number of unknowns (total)

6.

Number of steps (total)

NSTEP

(for nonlinear prob

lems)
7.

NMATT

Number of materials (total) '

8 . NGPGT

Number of point groups (if any)

9.

Number of additional user files

NAF

1 0 o NLCM

Maximum allowable number of loading cases

11.

Number of nodes for which disk space is

NGPM

allotted
12 o NELM

Number of elements for which disk space is
allotted

13.

NSRM

,

Number of words in a stiffness directory
record

14.

NSMT

Total number of submatrices

15.

NAFM

Maximum number of allowable auxilliary files

16.

NFPM

Maximum number of freedoms per node
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17.

NWP

Number of words in point record
6*LP(20)+4*LP(21), whichever is greater

18.

NWE

Number of words in element record
LP(20)*(LP(23)+5)

19.

NWKS

Number of words in K submatrix
L P (21)*LP(16)**2

20.

NWI

Number of words required to store an integer
variable

21 . NWF

Number of words required to store a floating
point variable

22.

NSTR

Maximum number of stresses per element

23.

NCPM

Maximum allowable number of corner points per
element

24.

NWS

Number of words in a stress record
LP(3)*LP(21)*LP(22)

25.

NWM

Number of words in an element material record
5*LP(21)+LP(20)

.26.
27.

NMATM'

Maximum number of materials

NWTH

Number of words in a thickness record
10*LP(21)

28.

NTHM

Maximum number of allowable thicknesses

29.

NWLD

Number of words in load and deflection records
L P (3)*(LP(16)+LP(16)+2)/3)*LP(21)

30.

NTHT

Number of thickness entries (total)

Mode Switch List contains information pertaining to the opera
tional mode of the program.

A two-way switch is active if 1,

inactive if 0 .
1.

Thermal stress switch

2.

Large displacement switch

3.

Eigenvalue switch

4.

Transient response switch

5.

Elasto-plastic analysis switch

6.

Problem class switch, multivalued:

7.

1.

Heat conduction, fluid flow, two-dimensional

2.

Heat conduction, fluid flow, three-dimensional

3.

Two-dimensional membranes and rods

4.

Three-dimensional membranes and rods

5.

Two-dimensional plates and frames

6.

Three-dimensional plates, shells, and frames

7.

Three-dimensional solids

8.

Axisymmetric solids

Two-dimensional orientation switch (also set for axisymmet
ric problems):
1 — -xy plane
2 — yz plane
3 — zx plane

8.

Symmetry switch
0 —

no symmetry

1 —

symmetry about x=0
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2 —

symmetry about y==0

4 —

symmetry about z=0

8 —

antisymmetry about x=0

16 —

antisymmetry about y=0

32 —

antisymmetry about z=0

64

axisymmetric

o r , in the case of multiple symmetry conditions,
n = sum of any combination of previous integers
96

Floating precision switch
0 = single
1 = double

10-30.

C.

Free .

Status List contains a number of status words.
0. the operation has not been done yet.

If a word is

If non-zero (usually

1), it has been completed.
1.

Model generation status

2.

Boundary conditions status

3.

Stiffness formation status (1 = connectivity ready, 2 =
stiffness ready)

4.
• 5o

Stiffness triangularization (decomposition) status
Load generation status

6.

Displacement generation status

7.

Stress generation status

8-30.

Free
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D,

List of Additional Auxiliary Files (only for NAF ^ 0)
(EXT'(I) ,I=1,NAF)

List of Hollerith extensions defining user
auxiliary files, each A 4 9 with the first char
acter usually a blank»

((IFD(I,J)I=1,2),J=1,NAF) — - Record size and maximum number of
records in each auxiliary file.

If either, or

both, counters are zero, the file is sequen
tial.

Sequential user files have to be

written as a series of records.

Each record

is in the form:
N,(A(I),1=1,N)
The last record must have a zero counter, N*
and at least one word (to prevent a read
error):

,S.

0 ,W.

Weighting Factor List is to be used to combine loading cases
before display.
deflections.

Two separate lists are given for loads and

These two lists are usually identical in value

except in special cases (e.g., transient response).

In this

case, the load weighting factors are interpreted as time values
at which the loads are prescribed.

The deflection weighting

factors designate the time increments between each pair of
time values.
bility,

In

case of vibrational modes and elastic insta

thedisplacement weighting factors describe frequencies

or critical load magnitudes.

(WFL(I)?I=1,NLCT) —

Load weighting factors

(WFD(I)3I=13NLCT) — * Displacement weighting factors

Nodal Point File (JOB, PTS)
This file has a number of records, each consisting of a mix
ture of integers and floating point variables pertaining to the node
in question.
record —
1.

The following list explains the contents of a typical

Number i.
NU,NS

These two cross-reference numbers enable the
user and program to have different numbering
systems.

The user, or automatic mesh genera

tor, prescribes a numbering scheme based on
convenience of generation.

The system (pro

gram) may choose a numbering scheme designed
for maximum efficiency.
NU gives the (original) user number of the
current system node i.
NS gives the (current) system number for the
(original) user node i.
Note:

It is obvious that whereas NU gives information per
taining to the node described in record i; NS is a ref
erence to another record where information regarding
user node i is to be found.

2o

x, y, z

Coordinates of the node.

Nodes are given a
\

position in space, even though the problem
may be two-dimensional in nature <,

Concentrated mass placed at the node*

At

present, only the lumped mass approach is
followed in computing inertia loads and dynamic
behavior.
Sequential number of first unknown for node.
Map of freedom pattern, stored in twelve bits
(0 to 11).

The first h i x !(0 to 5) pertain to

the six displacement and rotation components u,
v, w, 8x, 6y, 8z.

If a bit is set (unity), the

displacement is free; i f ,it is zero the freedom
is suppressed.

The next six bits (6 to 11)

refer again to the same six freedoms and indi^
cate whether displacement values are prescribed
in the given directions.
displacement is described.

If a bit is set, a

...

The corresponding

bit within the first group (bits 0 to 5) should
then be set to 0.

Bits 12 to 14 give the

total number of unknowns at the node.

If bit

15 is zero, the point is independent.

If it is

1, it is dependent.

If bit 16 is zero, the node

depends on one other node.

If it is 1, the

node depends on an interface.
Inclined,boundary condition pointer to a
point record containing the direction cosines
of the new transformed freedoms.
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7.

INTP

If the node is dependent5 this is

a pointer

to the master node or master node set* de
pending on whether bit 16 is 0 or 1 .
8 . RESERVED

Enough additional words to allow storage of
9 floating point variables in a point record
are reserved.

Element Property File (JOB, ELT)
This file contains a number of records, each containing a num
ber of fixed and floating point variables describing an element.

The

following is a list of the various entries in a typical record:
1.

IT

Integer type code.

The following

codes are

used:
1.

ROD

axial stiffner

2.

BEAM

with bending stiffness

3.

TM3

triangular membrane element

4.

TB4

triangular plate element

5.

QM4

quadrilateral membrane element

6 . QB4
7.

RESS

quadrilateral plate element
reduced substructure (see Kamel
et alo, 1972, pp. 705-712)

2.

NCP

Number of active corner points.
NCP = 2 for ROD and BEAM elements
= 3 TM3, TB3
= 4 QM4, QB4
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3.

NGP

Number of total c o m e r points, including both
active .and geometric corner points —

such as

the third point on a beam used only to define
its bonding plane0
4.

NMAT

Number of material types in file MAT from
which the element is constituted.

5,

NTH

Thickness group number (points to data in
file THS, giving the thickness parameters).

6.

(L(I),1=1,NGP) —

A list of integers giving the corner

point numbers.

Stiffness Directory File (JOB, SPY)
This file contains a number of records each associated with a
"super11 row of the stiffness matrix.

A super row is defined as the

collection of rows associated with a particular node.

The super row

is stored as a series of non-zero submatrices giving the coefficients
of stiffness interaction between the various nodes.
are neither generated nor stored.

Zero submatrices

The non-zero submatrices in a par

ticular row are stored sequentially in the order o f .their occurance in
the stiffness file STF, described later.

The stiffness directory file

provides pointers to these submatrices.
In order to understand the structure of the SDY file, let us
consider the mth row to the stiffness matrix.

Let us assume it has

five submatrices in positions m (diagonal), jl, j 2 , j 3 , j4 , and that
submatrices are stored in positions N, N+ l , N4-2,. N + 3 , and N + 4 , as
s h o w in Figure 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1.

M.

jl
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N

N+l

N+2

N+3

j4
N+4

SDY File Structure

The mth record of SDY will
NA (=5)

J3

contain the

following items:

number of submatrices

IFA (=N)

integer pointer

to first submatrix

IM

pointer to the earliest preceeding row which
interacts with the current row

(LC(I),I=1?NS)

list of columns

where non-zero submatrices

will be present

after decomposition; M, jl,

j2, j 3 s and j4.

Stiffness Matrix File (JOB, STF)
This file contains numerical values for the various stiffness
submatrices.
case of

Each record contains

4 floating point variables

inthe

two-dimensional structural problems, 9in the case of athree-

dimensional structural problem with no bending and 36 variables in the
case of a shell problem.
For a submatrix of size 3x3, for example, the record will con
tain:

((A(I3J ) ,1=1,3)J=l,3), and therefore is stored columnwise.

general, the record contains the array:

In

((A(I,J),I=1,NFPH),J=1,NFPM),

where NFPM is the number of unknowns per node.
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Load Tile
This filecontains
under consideration.

(JOB, LDS)

the prescribed loads for all loading cases

Each record contains all load components for

particular node for all loading cases, as well as the
(force and moment when applicable).

the

load resultants

For example, let us assume that

we are dealing with a three-dimensional problem with rotations and 5
loading cases; a typical record will contain:
((VLD(I,J),1=1,8)J=l,5)
In general the record contains:
;((VLD (I,J ) ,1=1, NFP )J= 1 ,NLCT)
where

NFP = NFPM + (NFPM + 2)/3

In case of prescribed displacements,

the load entries will

givethe

values of. these displacements rather than the forces.

Temperature File (JOB, IMP)
A file containing nodal temperatures for all loading cases.
Record n, associated with node n, takes the form:
(TEMP(I),I=1,NLCT)

,Displacement File (JOB, DNS)
Similar in structure to the load file.

It contains the dis

placement instead of force components and resultants.

Stress: File (JOB, STR)
Contains stress values for all elements and loading cases.
For each element a record is generated containing as many stresses as
is required for the element (NSE) per loading case.

The last stress
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per element per loading case is the von Mises stress.

The record has

the form:
. ((ST(I,J),I=1,NSE),J=1,NLCT)

Material Property File (JOB, MAT)
This file contains the properties of all materials.

For each

material, a record is reserved containing the following parameters:
IMT

Integer

material type:

IMT = 0

isotropic material

IMT = 1

. orthotropic material

IMT = 2

composite material

For an isotropic material, the following parameters are provided:
E

,

Young’s modulus

v

Poisson’s ratio

G

Shear modulus

p

Density

a

Thermal expansion coefficient

In case of more complex materials, several records may be reserved for
each.

Standard Thickness File (JOB, THS)
This file contains a list of thickness parameters related^ to
element dimensions.
record.

At present it allows up to 10 parameters per

Constrained Interface File (JOB, INT)
Each record of the file contains information regarding a con
strained interface utilized in reduced substructures«

The following

parameters are present on each record:
IORD

Order of interpolation

NMP

Number of master points

(L(I),I=1,NMP)

List of master points

Save File (JOB, TOT)
Contains all information present in the files perviously,de
scribed in the order described in this chapter.
will not be included.

Files not created

CHAPTER 4

THE PROGRAMS —

A DESCRIPTION

The GIFTS system is not a single program.

While such an ap

proach may be desirable for a large batch oriented analysis system, it
is inappropriate for an interactive analysis and design system.

The

GIFTS system makes use of a large, general purpose Unified Data Base
(UDB) and a collection of small, special purpose programs to manipulate
the data.

In this way the user gains greatly increased control over

the analysis, as well as a higher priority on a time-sharing system.
It also permits running the system on a mini-computer, if it has suf
ficient backing storage.
The master copy of the GIFTS system is based on the PDP-15 DOS
system, using the Tektronix 4010 storage terminal.

There is also a

version operational on the CDC Kronos time-sharing network, based on a
CDC 6400 computer and a Tektronix 4010 terminal.

It would not be dif

ficulty to adopt the package to other computer systems, such as the
PUP-10 and the IBM 360 and 370 series.
This chapter contains basic descriptions of the individual pro
grams , explaining how they work as well as their general effect on the
data.

A detailed description of program instruction mnemonics is de

ferred to Chapter 5.
GIFTS system.

Appendix E gives examples of the use of the

As examples, two structural problems will be carried
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through to completion9 while explaining the effect of each of the pro
grams in detailo

Outlay of the Basic Package
Figure 4.1 is a flow diagram showing the flow of operations be
tween the various subprograms.

The heavy flow lines indicate the nor

mal sequence of operations.

Light flow lines denote a few of the

allowable changes of path.

Programs that operate in an interactive

mode are denoted by ordinary boxes.

Those operating in a remote batch

mode are denoted by doubly, framed boxes.

Each program is loaded,in a

manner dependent on the computer system used, and a description of the
exact procedure will be left to the appropriate user’s manual.

Table

4.1 gives the program mnemonics and brief descriptions of their basic
functions.

System Manuals
The completed program package will be accompanied by a set of
manuals detailing the use of the package.

As the programs are to some

degree machine dependent, the manuals are also expected to be somewhat
dependent on the computer system used, so a different set will be pro
vided for each system the program package is to run on.

The following

manuals are envisaged in each case:
1.

A user 's manual with instructions on program loading and the
available instruction repertoire.

It is designed for the non-

expert user and describes in physical terms the effect of the
instructions on the system.
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EDITP

BULKM

EDITH

BULKF

BULKLB

EDITLB

CHECK

STIFF

DECOM

DEFL

STRESS

RESULT

Fig. 4.1.

Overview of the GIFTS Package
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Table 4.1.
The Individual Programs of the
Basic GIFTS System and their Functions

Program Name
EDITP

Initializes jobs. May be used to change param
eters and switches.

BULKM

Bulk model generator for three-dimensional shells

EDITM

.

Function

; Edits structural model (geometry and elements).

BULKF

Automatic freedom generator.
Determines node
freedom assignment from element types and geome
try.

BULKLB

Bulk load generator.
Introduces uniform pres
sure loads5 static liquid heads, weight, inertia
loads, line loads, and concentrated loads.

EDITLB

Edits loads and boundary conditions.
values produced by BULKF and BULKLB.

CHECK

Optional program.
tation.

STIFF

Computes and assembles stiffness matrix.

DECOM

Decomposes stiffness matrix in preparation for
the computation of displacements.

DISPL

Computes displacements.

STRESS

Computes stresses.

RESULT

Displays deflections and stresses and provides
numerical values.
f-

SAVER

Saves the job's data files from disk to magnetic
tape, or restores them to disk.
Used to reduce
disk storage charges.

DUMP

Data dump routine for checking a job's data
files.

Overrides

Checks model prior to compu
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2.

An engineer's manual with all necessary mathematical formulae
and detailed description of the procedures used.

3.

A solved examples manual to demonstrate the capabilities of the
system.

4.

Upon request9 and subject to certain conditions, a programmer's
manual containing listings of all relevant programs and flow
diagramsj if necessary.

Self documenting comment cards will

be used whenever feasible.

Loading of Programs
All of the programs are loaded individually, when desired.

As

the exact loading procedures for the programs are machine dependent,
they will not be given here, but. will be included as an appendix to the
user's manuals for specific systems.

It should be noted, however^ that

use is made of command batching capabilities on all computer:systems
for which they exist to simplify the users loading, procedure as much
as possible.

For all machines the correct execution of the necessary

steps will, result in the program typing out its name and version num
ber (NAME Vxx) and asking for the desired job name.

This is a one to

five character alphanumeric identifier used to label the job and name
the disk files it creates.

Edit Parameter Program (EDITP) —

Interactive

The program is designed to initiate new jobs or change the
nature of old ones.

It may also be used to delete old jobs, rename

them9 or override current status lists.

In this fashion, the user has

veto power over any of the program modules.
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Although the primary purpose of EDITP is to initiate jobs, its
use is not essential.

The user may begin directly with the model gen

erator, or even the editor, if no special switches need to be s et.
Both BULKM and EDITM (see next section) set the problem class switches
for a small displacement, linear, three-dimensional membrane and rod
or plate and shell problem (depending on types of elements generated).
If problems of a different type (2-D, axisymmetric, fluid flow, tran
sient response, nonlinear, etc.) are desired, EDITP must be run.

The Bulk Model Generator (BULKM) —

Interactive

The BULKM program is a sophisticated three-dimensional model
generation package designed to produce large amounts of data with a
minimum number of commands.

By the nature of the operation, the pro

gram is most efficient where structural regularity can be assumed.

To

add the capability of introducing local detail, it is supplemented
with a model editing and display program (EDITM), which is described
in the next section.
The general philosophy behind data generation with BULKM is:
"key11 node generation, generation of lines between the key nodes and
generation of surfaces bounded by the lines.
line types implemented —

There are currently two

straight lines and circular arcs.

Straight

lines are specified-by giving two key nodes as end points and setting
the number of internal nodes to be created.

These nodes may be evenly

spaced, biased toward either end, or biased to or away from the center.
Circular arcs are determined the same way with the addition of a third
key node through which the circular arc must pass.

All internal nodes
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will lie on the circular arc, and hence lines, connecting them (such as
element boundaries) will be chords of the arc.
used to specify the arc —

The third key node —

does not necessarily coincide with any of

the internal nodes and will not be used as an element corner point.
Both line types may be generated with line elements (rods or beams) if
desired.
Surfaces may be generated from an interconnecting set of four
lines.

There currently exists no capability in BULKM to generate a

surface with other than four boundary lines.
are topologically equivalent to squares.

Thus all surface grids

For simplicity, lines on op

posite sides of the grids must have equal numbers of internal nodes.
Currently, there are only three schemes implemented for computation of
internal grid nodes.

The simplest of these is the relaxation scheme.
■ i

Assume the grid nodes are interconnected in rows and columns, forming
a series of quadrilaterals.

During relaxation, each internal

node in

turn is assigned coordinates

that are the average of the four

nodes

directly connected to it.

This process is repeated iteratively until

the maximum movement of any of the internal nodes is less than some
specified accuracy.

•

The other two grid generation schemes utilize biquadratic par
ametric coordinate functions

outlined by Zienkiewicz (1971).

schemes are described in detail in Appendix C.

These

The first of these

schemes produces results that are similar to the relaxation method,
while the other utilizes an additional key node in the center through
which the surface must pass.
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All of the surface types produce the user's choice of triangu
lar or quadrilateral membrane or bending elements and can produce rods
or beams along grid lines in either or both directions as desired.
The surface grid and all of its elements are produced by a single in
struction.

Currently the grids are limited to a total of 100 nodes .

each, including boundary lines, since they are stored in a buffer in
core during generation, as well as during load application by BULKLB
(see later section).
The BULKM program automatically assigns sequence numbers to
internal nodes and elements so that the engineer is only directly con
cerned with the position of key nodes.

Straight lines and circular

boundaries as well as surfaces are addressed by five character alpha
numeric identifiers that, are assigned at the time of generation.
The program is also used to specify thicknesses, moments of
inertia, etc.

Special instructions help define material properties

and type (isotropic, orthotropic, etc.).
The key nodes, which are used to define lines arid some sur
faces, are handled differently by the program than are those nodes gen
erated internally.

This is because it was desirable to assign numbers

specified by the user to the key nodes, regardless of the order in
which he specified them arid whether, or not he generated lines or sur
faces —

with internal nodes determined by the program —

with the key node generation.

intermixed

It was also desirable to be able to re

define a key node at any time, including a later run of BULKM, and
have all the lines and surfaces connected to that key node move with
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it automatically.

This required that the program know which key nodes

were used to generate, what lines and surfaces„

For this reason, BULKM

creates an auxiliary data file (JOB, AUX), on which is stored all
the information pertaining to the lines and surfaces.

Both the lines

and surfaces have two arrays associated with them which are stored in
packed form on disk.

The arrays and their packing format are shown in

Figure 4.2.
Due to this packing, the number of lines is limited.

The max

imum number of lines is set at 60, although with the packing scheme
shown, it could be up to 64.

Limits of 50 and 100 are set on grids

and key nodes respectively for convenience and for conformity to the
limit on lines.

With a different grid data packing scheme, the limits

would change.
Since there is a limit on the number of key nodes

(dependent

on the program version and computer system), and there is no limit on
the number of internally generated nodes, it is logical to store the
generated nodes after the key nodes.

Otherwise, it would be necessary

to move the key nodes periodically to make room for the generated
nodes.

But to reduce the submatrix propagation during stiffness de

composition, it is necessary to have the key nodes last, with the in
ternal grid nodes first and the internal line nodes in the middle.

To

make this possible, during generation, the key nodes are stored at the
beginning of the point file, and the internal line and grid nodes are
stored after the key nodes in the order generated.

When the program

is terminated, a subroutine is executed which rearranges the nodes to
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^

LCP (1)

LCP (2)

L C P (3)

L C P (4)

LLD(l) LLD(2)

LLP>(3)

L L D (4)
L L D (6 )

L L D (5)
LLP (7)

Lines —

L C P (4), L L P (8)
LCP(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
LLD(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8 )

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

First endpoint
Second endpoint
Midpoint (CARD & PRAB)
Number of internal points
Line type (1, s t . line; 2, CARC; 3, PRAB)
Bias type (0, none; 1, end; 2, center)
Bias
Material type number
Element type (0, none; 1, rod; 2, beam)
Stiffner geometric data entry number (file (JOB, T H S ))
Generation number of first internal point
Generation status (0, line generated; 1, line needs
to be generated)

Fig. 4.2.

Line and Grid Parameter Lists and Packing Scheme
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LGD

(ID

LL(1)

LL (2)

LGD(l)

LL(3)

LL (4)

L G D (2)

L G D (4)

L G D (5)

L G D (6)

L G D (8)

L G D (7)

LGD
(3)

L GD(9)
L G D (10)

Grids —

L L (4), LGD(ll)
LL(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
LGD(l)

—
—
—
—
—

First boundary line number
Second boundary line number
Third boundary line number
Fourth boundary line number
Grid type (0, normal, double interpolation; 1, nor
mal, interpolation parallel to side 1 ; 2 , normal,
interpolation parallel to side 2; 3, PGRID; 4, CAP)
(2)
— Stiffner material type number
(3)
— Stiffner element type (0, rod; 1, beam)
(4)
— Stiffner direction (0, no stiffners; 1, parallel to
side 1 ; 2 , parallel to side 2)
(5)
— Surface
element geometric data entry number
(6) — Stiffner geometric data entry number
(7)
— Surface
material type number
(8)
— Surface
element type (3, triangular membrane, 4, tri
angular plate; 5, quadrilateral membrane; 6 , quadri
lateral plate)
(9) — Interpolation accuracy * 1000 or CAP center point
number
(10)
— Generation number of first internal point
(11)
— Generation status (0, surface generated; 1,surface
needs to be generated)

F ig. 4.2., Continued
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the desired order —

grids, lines, key nodes —

and updates the point

er to the first internal node in each line and grid in their respec
tive arrays (file (JOB, AUX)).
With this arrangement, no problems arise if a model is gener
ated with BULKM and then solved.

But if a BULKM run is made, followed

by an EDITM plot that shows errors which can be corrected by simply
moving a key node around, or otherwise by making another BULKM pass,
this new run will produce erroneous results, since the key nodes have
been moved and key node pointers in line definitions are no longer
valid, as well as the fact that the key node now has a different num
ber.

To alleviate this problem, another pointer, NOFST, is added to

the program to locate the key nodes.

NOFST has the value of the rec

ord number of the first key node minus one.

NOFST is then added to

the key node number to get the record number of the desired node every
time any key node is used by the program.

All newly generated inter

nal line and grid nodes are still stored after the key nodes, the first
free record number being NOFST + NMPM + 1, where NMPM is the maximum
number of key nodes.

When the program terminates, all the nodes are

rearranged as before, by using the pointers in the line and grid gen
eration data to determine which nodes to take next.

Thus, models can

be generated and modified by any number of BULKM runs.

Model Editor and Display Program for ThreeDimensional Shells (EDITM) — Interactive
The editor is a program designed to modify models after a
BULKM pass.

It may also be used to generate simple models or those
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with extremely irregular geometry.

Its primary aim is to introduce

local detail in an otherwise regular structure.
added or deleted.

Nodes may be shifted,

Elements may be added, deleted or modified.

The

model may be plotted in part or full from any angle to check the ac
curacy of its geometry.

Elements and/or nodes may be numbered in the

plot so that any erroneous or undesirable elements or node locations
may be identified and corrected.

Material type and thickness record

numbers may also be plotted with the elements.
Point coordinates, element information (type, material number,
thickness number and corner points), material records and thickness
entries may be output in numerical form at the user's discretion for
verification and/or modification.
Since EDITH is intended primarily for modifying models gener
ated with :BULKM, it only creates or modifies points and elements indi
vidually.

However, the ability to handle point and line "strings"

would be easy to add if desired.

Automatic Freedom Generator (BULKF) —

Remote Batch

This program scans the element list and assigns freedoms to
nodal points based on the class of problem, the type of elements con
nected to the nodes and their geometric orientation.

The program will,

for example, only allow freedoms in the plane of a grid of membrane
elements, as the elements are not capable of supporting loads out of
their plane.

Numerical problems may arise, however, if the membrane

elements are not quite coplanar, in which case the program will allow
freedoms perpendicular to the plane.

These freedoms may correspond to
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insignificant additional elastic modes, or may indeed give rise to un
wanted mechanisms.
using EDITLB,

These problems, if anticipated, may be corrected

As BULKF uses no data except the job name, it is suit

able for running in batch m ode»
The operation of BULKF may be best described through its flow
diagrams and decision tables.

It is set up to allow utilization of

inclined boundary conditions.

The basic flow diagram is shown in Fig

ure 4,3.

The axial and rotational freedom vectors to be applied to an

element?s nodes (labelled A in Figure 4.3) are determined according to
Table 4.2,

The method by which these vectors are applied to the nodes

is shown in Figure 4.4.
When the program reaches block C on the flow diagram (Figure
4.3), it has sufficient information regarding each node in order to
determine its freedom pattern.

The information is in the form of the

number of axial degrees of freedom NFA, the number of rotational de
grees of freedom NFR, and two sets of direction cosines C^, C^.

The

following comments explain the procedure in detail.
1.

If NFA=NFR=0, no freedoms are allowed,

2.

If NFA=3 and NFR=0, all-three translational freedoms are re
leased.

No inclined boundary conditions pointer is given

(equal to zero).

This indicates that the global directions

are to be used.
3.

If NFA=3 and NFR=3, all six degrees of freedom are allowed and
the inclined boundary condition pointer is zeroized.
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Clear node
freedoms

Element NE=1

Determine:
Type
NCP (no. crnr. p t s .)
II,12,..(crnr. pts.)

Determine no. and
direction of axial
and rotational vec
tors and node of
application

Apply vectors to
nodes and modify
number of freedoms

NE=NE+1

NO

All
elements

YES

Finalize basic
freedom pattern
Superimpose
symmetry condition

STOP

Fig. ' .3.
Notes:

A
B

C

Basic Flow Diagram for Automatic Freedom Generation

Done according to Table 4.2.
Done according to scheme in Figure 4.4. Membrane and bend
ing freedoms are processed separately.
Final freedom di
rections are determined normally by the membrane directions.
Explained in the text.
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Table 4.2.

Key:

Application of Freedom Vectors to Element
Nodal Points According to Type
A = Axial
R = Rotational
C = Direction cosine set for a line

Vectors Applied to Each Node

Element Type

ROD

A, C
BEAM
A, C
—n
-P
-23
A,C
TM3

-12

-23

-24
A,-13

QM4

— 12

—n
TB3

R,C

-13
QB4
-13

A, C
—n
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Vector has direction co
sines 1
,n = C
v* v ’ v
—v
NF=no. freedoms for p t .,
node has B.C. l,m,n = C

NF=1

Sp=C

—v

* c

—

Sp=C

• c

v

*
NF=2
C=C x C
-Vr

NF=3

Proceed to next

Fig. 4.4. Primary Decision-Making Process in Modifying the
Number and Direction of Freedoms at a Point Due to
a Freedom Vector Generated by an Element
Note:

The same process is applied separately to membrane and bending
vectors (2 passes are necessary).

If NFA=1 and NFR=0, the direction cosine vector C . is examined*
—A
If it coincides with any of the basic directions only this
freedom is allowed *

If no such correspondence is present9 the

following direction cosines are adopted to indicate the new
direction:
£-1 - £ a

<12 “ £

£3 -"
The freedom pattern is set to (1,0,0,0,0,0).

The direction co

sines are stored away and a pointer is set.
If NFA=2 and NFR=1,

is examined.

If it coincides with one

of the three axes, the corresponding translation will be sup
pressed whereas the. associated rotation will be allowed.

If

no such correspondence is found, the following inclined boun
dary conditions are computed; and stored away and the pointer
is set.
a.

The smallest entry i in

is found.

The direction co

sines of the corresponding axis is then

(zero vector

with unity at position i ) .
b.

C0 = e. x C
—Z
—1
— ix
h

= C.2 x cR

—3 = —R
The freedom pattern is set to be (1,1,0,0,0,1) .
If :NFA=3 and HFR=2,

is examined.

If it coincides with one

of the axes, the corresponding freedom will be suppressed.

If
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no such correspondence is present the following procedure is
adopted.
a.

The smallest entry in C^y entry i, is found.

The direc

tion cosines of the corresponding axis are then equal to
e^ (zero vector with unity in position i)„
b-

•

— 2 = 5-i x %
= ~2

X —R

— 3 ~ —R
This gives the required freedom directions.
The freedom pattern is set to be (1,1,1,1,1,0).

The direction

cosines are stored away, and the pointer is set.

Program BULKF uses temporary random access file (JOB, FDM) to
store the freedom vectors for each node.

There is one record in the

file for each node, and each record contains NFA and NFR, the number
of freedoms allowed at that node, and the components of the unit vec
tors Cy and

(see Figure 4.4).

Bulk Load and Boundary Condition Generator for ThreeDimensional Shells (BULKLB) — Interactive
The BULKLB program is designed to produce loading on a struc
ture generated by BULKM, and record the results on the UDB.

When the

user specifies the job name, BULKLB checks to see if the model was
generated with BULKM by checking for the presence of the file (JOB,
AUX).

If the file is not present, BULKLB prints an error message and

terminateso

All of the instructions apply to key nodes, lines or
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grids generated by BULKM? or to the entire structure.

To apply loads

to individual nodes of lines or grids, program EDITLB must be used.
BULKLB can produce concentrated loads on key nodes or distrib
uted loads to lines or surfaces.

Line loads may be applied in any of '

the three principle directions or parallel to the line.

Moment loads

may also be applied around any of the principle directions.

Surface

loads and. moments may also be applied parallel to any principle direc
tion, and loads may be applied perpendicular to the surface.

Surface

loads may also be applied as static pressure head loads, in which case
the loading terminates if the load value changes sign (allowing, for
example, correct water pressure loading on a partially submerged sur
face) .
Line loads are computed as distributed loads with values at the
end points specified in the instruction.

Distributed load values at

internal nodes.are computed in a subroutine by assuming linear depen
dence on line length from end point to end point; where line length is
defined to be the sum of the lengths of the individual straight line
segments connecting adjacent nodes.

Each line segment is then taken

in turn, and concentrated loads statically equivalent to the linearly
varying distributed load on the segments, are computed at each end.
These loads are then added to any previously existing loads at the
corresponding nodes.

If the loads are to be applied along, or perpen

dicular to, the line, they are applied along, or perpendicular to, the
constituent line segments.

■
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When distributed surface loads are applied, the values are de
fined at each c o m e r .

The subroutine used to calculate values at the

internal nodes of a line from the values at the end points
above) is then used.

(described

It is applied first to the top row and bottom

row of nodes in the grid, producing two edges with values of the dis
tributed, load specified.

The subroutine is then applied to each of the

columns of nodes in the grid.

Thus, all nodes have distributed load

values defined.
If a pressure head load is to be applied to a surface, the
"depth" of each of the nodes is used to determine the head load (a
type of distributed load) at the node.
After distributed load values at each node have been deter- .

;v .

mined, each surface element belonging to the grid in question is ref
erenced in turn.

The values of the load at the corner points are

averaged, and the resultant value is multiplied by the element area to
S
get the total load.

This load is then divided evenly among all the

corner nodes of the element.

If the load is to be applied perpendicu

lar to the surface, as in pressure head loads, it is applied perpendic
ular to each individual element.
The mass of the model may also be computed by BULKLB, using the
lumped-mass approach.

Additionally, localized masses may be introduced

to key nodes, as well as distributed masses to lines and surfaces (also
varying linearly from the specified corner values).

This feature al

lows the addition of mass to correspond to items present in the real
structure, but not modelled, such as engines in a tanker.

Once the
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masses have been computed9 inertial loading (due to translational accelleration or angular rotation) may be applied to the model.

Addi

tionally, a model balancing feature is included to apply inertial
loading to balance applied loads for analysis of unrestrained models.

Editor for Loads and Boundary
Conditions (EDITLB) — Interactive
This is a program designed to introduce special loads and
boundary conditions after BULICLB has been called.

It may be used di

rectly instead of BULKLB, if the loading is simple enough or if the
model was not generated by BULKM.

The program has display capabilities

and will represent the load components or resultants as vectors.
load vectors are projected along with the model.

The

Instructions control

ling the display are similar to those of the model editor EDITM.

Also,

as in EDITM, the capabilities of the program are much less than the
corresponding bulk data generation program.

EDITLB is a little more

powerful, however, in that it allows load application and point sup
pression to a series of nodes at a time.

Numerical output of nodal

freedom patterns and of load values is also possible.

Stiffness Assembler (STIFF) ■
—

Remote Batch

Program STIFF computes element stiffness matrices and assembles
them into file (JOB, STF).

It starts with the execution of subroutine

CONNY which allocates the storage to the various submatrices and estab
lishes the stiffness directory.
a.

CONNY goes through three passes.

From the element connectivity a primary directory is estab- ■
lished for the nonzero submatrices.
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bo

The solution procedure is simulated in order to predict the
submatrix propagation.

Co

Row entries are sorted, row storage pointers are inserted and
a backwards interaction pointer is computed and stored.

Once GONNY has run, the stiffness routine computes and stores
the element stiffness matrices in the appropriate locations.
STIFF assumes that the model has been generated and will other
wise terminate'.

It does not require loads or boundary conditions.

If

a stiffness matrix had been previously computed, and no model changes
introduced, the program will terminate.
The stiffness routine is openended and may accept any element
type.

A jump to the appropriate routine ensues through a conditional

jump chain depending on the element type code.

Thus it should be a

simple matter for a user to expand the element library as desired.

Stiffness Decomposition Program (DECOM) — * Remote Batch
The program is based on a generalized Cholesky scheme using
submatrices instead of scalar entries.
stiffness matrix is present.

It will operate only if a

DECOM will result in the destruction of

the assembled stiffness matrix K, and therefore resets the appropriate
status word.

The process is described in Appendix D.

Essentially the

stiffness matrix K is replaced by a triple product:
K =

d_ T

The supermatrix T^ has unit submatrices on the diagonals.

Since suffi

cient space has been reserved on disk for the submatrices present.

after decomposition9 the T\ matrix replaces the stiffness matrix.

Since

all diagonal submatrices of T_ are unit matrices they need not be
stored.

The available space is used for the diagonal supermatrix cL
The decomposition procedure is conducted separately from the

actual solution.

In this manner the user may redefine the loads and

solve for the deflections without further decomposition.

A switch in

the status list in file (JOB, PAR) will influence this decision.

It

is, however, not necessary that the decomposition and solution proce
dures be physically separated.
program chain.

They may be interconnected within a

Further advantages of separating the decomposition from

the solution may be later apparent in implementing dynamics and nonlin
ear procedures which require decomposing the matrix only once during
the computation.
The kinematic boundary conditions (zeroized or prescribed dis
placements) are introduced during the matrix decomposition, and not
during stiffness matrix formation.

Should the boundary conditions be

altered, a new decomposition is necessary.

In case several different

boundary conditions are to be investigated the user may save the recomputation of the stiffness file by saving the problem after the
stiffness assembly, then recalling it at a later stage to introduce the
new boundary conditions.

This procedure is also valuable for symmetric

structures under nonsymmetric loading.

Deflection Solution Procedure (DEFL) -- Remote Batch
Since

K r = R
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then

r = T 1 ch 1 (T6) 1 R

This operation is .performed in four steps.

The first is to

copy the load file to the deflection file9 and to zeroize all loads as
sociated with suppressed freedoms:
^0 = R
N e x t , t h e deflection file is multiplied by the inverse of the lower
triangular part of the decomposed stiffness matrix:
' E i - C r V l v
according to the scheme depicted in Figure 4.5(a).

This modified de

flection file is then multiplied by the inverse of the diagonal part
of the decomposed stiffness matrix [Figure 4.5(b)]:

and finally by the inverse of the upper triangular part of the decom
posed stiffness matrix [Figure 4.5(c)] :

The result is the desired deflection matrix.

The Stress Routine (STRESS) —

Remote Batch

The stress routine computes stresses for all elements from the
already available displacements and stores the results in file (JOB,
STR).

When the program starts, it will check the status list of the

requested job to see if the deflections have already been computed.
If they h a v e , it will proceed.
and terminate.

If not, the program will note the fact

NR=0

NR=NR+1

Read record NR of stiffness direc
tory to get NSM,IA,+ array L

NSM: 2
a.

NS=1

Multiplication
by inverse of
lower triangu
lar matrix

NS=NS+1

NC=L(NS)

^NC

--NC

—NR,NC

-^-NR
'

found at record
IA+NS-1 of stiffness
file

NS:NSM

NGPT is the total number of
grid points
NR=0

NR=NR+1

Read record NR of
stiffness directory to get IA
b.
r

-^NR

-1
* r
%R,NR
-%R

= T

NR:NGP

NR=NGPT

NR=NR-1

Read record NR of stiffness direc
tory to get NSM,IA + array L

NSM: 2

NS=1

NS=NS+1

NC=L(NS)

•^NR

-^JR

-HR,NC

-NC

NS:NSM

NR:1

Fig. 4.5.

Deflection Routine Flowchart

Multiplication
• by inverse of
diagonal matrix
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The displacements for the element c o m e r nodes* in global co
ordinates* are assembled into an array (SP) using a standardized pro
cedure.

Result Display (RESULT) -—

Interactive

The result display program is similar in nature to the model
display program.

Additional functions are available pertaining to the

selection of results.
time.

It is designed to display one loading case at a

This loading case may be a combination of all available loading

cases* using certain weighting factors.
RESULT will only plot the deflected structure* making it dif
ficult at times to see the deflections since there is no reference.
For this reason (as well as to improve visual definition)* the capabil
ity to increase or decrease the deflection scale is provided.

With

this capability* the deflections can always be made apparent.
Two different provisions are made for plotting stresses —
ciple stress plots and von Mises level plots.

prin

In principle stress

mode* lines are drawn at the centroid of each element in the direction
of the principle stresses with length proportional to the stress mag
nitude.

In von Mises level plots* the user defines a series of up to

10 stress ranges* each given a one character alphanumeric identifier.
During plotting* each element whose von Mises stress lies within one of
the defined ranges has the corresponding character plotted at is cen
troid.
Numerical output of deflections of desired nodes and stresses
of desired elements is also possible.

•
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Save/Restore Capability (SAVER) ~

Interactive

The save/restore package performs the function of saving a job
on secondary storage (DECtape, MAGtape)9 or restoring a job from such
a secondary file.

The job name may be changed during the transfer de

sired, and the disk files may be deleted.

Data Dump Routine (DUMP) —

Interactive

This routine is designed to allow the user to inspect all files
on disk in order to satisfy himself of their correctness.

As much or

as little of each file as desired may. be dumped selectively.

Output

may be limited to a certain geometric area of the model if desired.
Loads, deflections and stresses may only be output one loading case at
a time.

CHAPTER 5

THE PROGRAMS —

A U S E R ’S MANUAL

The GIFTS system is basically a generalized data bank —
UDB —

and a program library used to operate on the data.

the

Since the

programs in the library are widely diversified as to application and
use, and are not necessarily written by the same person or group, their
mode of interfacing to the u s e r —
grams —

the external operation of the pro

could easily be as diversified as the programs themselves.

Such a condition is to be.avoided if at all possible, as it requires
the user to remember a vast quantity of trivia related with each pro
gram —
etc.

exact formats of input for each line entered on each program,

For this reason an attempt is made here to standardize the exter- -

nal operational mode of the programs in the GIFTS system library.

General Program Operation
When loaded the program will respond with its name and version
number and ask for the job name.
NAME Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
The job name is entered as an A5 field.

The program will check the

status list to determine if its execution is valid at this time and
will terminate if it is not.

If it is valid it will type n*lf and

await an instruction (if it is an interactive program).
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All program instructions are in the form of an alphanumeric
function of one to five characters followed by a number of parameters,
which may be alphanumeric9 integer or floating point,

The alphanumeric

function and any alphanumeric parameters are read in A5 format, one to
a line.

All integer parameters are input in 14 format, separated by a

space if more than one is read on a line.

All floating point param

eters are read in an FLO,0 field3 one to a line for simplicity of in
put.
Often the function is accompanied, on the same line, by a mode
parameter M.
execution.

This is used to choose between several possible modes of
The mode parameter M is separated from the mnemonic by a

blank and is read as an 12 field.

All functions with mode parameters

are five characters long to eliminate the necessity of spacing out the
remaining number of blanks.
All of the instructions for which multiple successive execu
tion is logical are cyclic, so that the program remains in that in
struction, simply reading parameters cyclically, until the first param
eter is entered as a zero (integer) or a blank (alphanumeric).
Because there are delays in input during which the program is executing,
whenever anticipated delays are over so the program is ready to read
data, a character —
The

either TI*n or

—

is output to the teletype.

indicates that the program is waiting for an instruction mne

monic, and the M>11 means it is waiting for a new set of parameters
for the current instruction*
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All programmers are u r g e d to use the listed conventions if at
all possible when writing additional programs for the GIFTS program
library.

Edit Parameters Program (EDITP)— »Interactive
EDITP is intended as a job initialization routine.
ally, it may be used to override

Addition

the current status list for a job, "

thus giving the user veto power over any of program modules.

When

loaded, EDITP will type:
EDITP Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
The user responds with the desired job name (JOB) and the program
checks to see if the file (JOB,PAR) is present on disk, “ If so it
types ,i*n and awaits an instruction.

If not, it creates it, gives a

message to that effect, then types n*?? and awaits a command.
lowing is a description of the available instructions.

The fol- :

More instruc

tions may be added to the program as needed.

JOB Manipulation Instructions

»

DELETE

Deletes all job files from disk and terminates the pro
gram.

RENAME
JOB
NEW

Renames all files of JOB using the name "NEW".
files are still available for editing.

COPY
JOB
NEW

Copies JOB under the different name "NEW" without
changes to original UDB,
The files of job NEW are
available for editing, but those for JOB are not.

The job

now

JOB Editing Instructions
NLCT
N

Sets the number of loading cases to N.

NVMT
N

Defines number of vibrational modes to N.

NSTEP
N

Defines number of steps in a nonlinear solution to N.

ATTACH
bXTN .
N
L

Defines a new auxiliary random access file to be
attached to the j o b . nbXTN!f is a four character alpha
numeric identifier5 of which the first is usually a
blank.
This identifier, also called the extension, is
used to create the new file name as (XTN) within the
job disk space. N is the number of records in the
file. L is the length of each record in words. Rec
ords defined by this statement will be treated as all
other JOB files.
It will be saved and restored auto. matically with them.
It is not permitted to have more
than one auxiliary file under the same name.
If this
is attempted a warning will be issued; if ignored, the
new parameters N and L will be used to readjust the
old file o

DETACH
bXTN

Deletes file XTN from the auxiliary file list,
a blank character).

THERM

Sets the thermal mode switch.

LARGE

Sets the large displacement mode switch.

E l GE N

Sets the eigenvalue and vector mode switch. Under this
switch, displacement vectors will be regarded as vibra
tional modes.
The associated weighting factors will be
the eigenvalueso

TRANS

Sets the transient response mode switch.
Under this
mode the loads will be considered as load distributions
at certain instants of time, and the load weighting
factors interpreted as the corresponding time values.

ELAP

Sets the elasto^plastic analysis switch.

SYMXY

Sets the XY symmetry switch,

SYMYZ, SYMZX
ASMXY

(b is

. Similar to SYMXY.
Sets the antisymmetry switch about the XY plane.
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ASMYZ, ASMZX

Similar to ASMXY.

2DXY

Denotes that the problem is two-dimensional in the xy
plane.

2DYZ, 2DZX

Similar to 2DXY.

AXSXY

Axisymmetric problem,

AXSYZ, AXSZX

Similar to AXSXY.

3DMEMB

Three-dimensional problem using membrane elements.
(ROD, TM3, QM4).

3DBEND

Three-dimensional problem using bending (BEAM, TB3,
QB4) and membrane elements.

2DFD

Two-dimensional field problem (fluid flow or heat con
duction) .

EMODE

Reset mode; switches.

RSYM

Reset symmetry switches.

RCLASS

Reset problem class switches.

QUIT

Finalizes files on disk and terminates program.

x and y are equivalent to r, z.

-

C

The Bulk Model Generator (BULKM) — - Interactive
BULKM is a bulk three-dimensional plate and shell model gener
ator,

When loaded, it responds w i t h :
BULKM Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME

and waits for the user to type a.job name.
checks for the presence of the job on disk.

When he does, the program
If it doesnTt find it, it

initializes the job and types out a message to the effect.
awaits commands from the user.
their parameters,.

It then

Following is a list of instructions and
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EPROP M
N
T1
(T2)
(T3)
(T4)
(T5)

Defines a set of element properties, or modifies an already defined set» E is the property group number.
Tl, T2, etc., are the thickness parameters. M determines how many thickness parameters are to be read and
stored on the file. Valid values for M are 1 through
5; an error will result for any other value.
For the
TM3 element, M would be 1, and the thickness would be
read as Tl. Property set number one defaults to a set
of unit properties.

ELMAT
N
E
V
G
P
A

M

Defines isotropic material number N.
Its properties
are Y o ung1s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio V, bulk modulus
G, density P and thermal expansion coefficient A. M
has the same meaning as in EPROP.
If G is not specified it is calculated from E and V. Element type numher one defaults to aluminum.

ORMAT
N
El
E2
Vi
G
P
A1 .
A2

M

Defines orthotropic material number N.
It has principie axis properties of Y o ung’s modulii El and E2,
Poissoh’s ratios VI and V2 (not read, but calculated
from V2=E2*V1/E1), shear modulus G, density P and coef ficients of thermal expansion A! and A 2 . Mode parameter M is used as in ELMAT and EPROP, but valid values
for ORMAT are 1 to 7.

ROD
NMAT

NTH

Specifies that all subsequent line finite elements will
be rods with material type NMAT and thickness group
NTH, until a new element type instruction is given.
ROD (with NMAT=NTH=1) is the default line element type.

BEAM
NMAT.

NTH

Specifies that all subsequent line finite elements will
be beams, until changed„ NMAT and NTH are as in ROD.

TM3
NMAT

Specifies that all
triangular plates.

subsequent surface elements will be

NTH

TB3
NMAT

NTH

Specifies that all
triangular bending

subsequent surface elements will be
plates.

QM4
NMAT

NTH

Specifies that all subsequent surface elements will be
quadrilateral membranes.

QB4
NMAT,

NTH

Specifies that all subsequent surface elements will be
quadrilateral bending plates.
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PT
N
X
Y

Defines key point number N, coordinates X, Y and Z.
'

Z
PTS
N1 ND
X
Y
Z
DX
DY
DZ

NPT

Defines a series of key points„ The first point is
Nl, with coordinates X, Y and Z 0 The node number is
incremented by ND until a total of NPT points have
been generated.. The coordinates (X,Y,Z) are incremented by (DX,DY,DZ) successively to determine the
new nodal coordinates. (see Figure 5.1).

(x* (w t -O bx, r H w T ’OM, s *O*n-i)0z)
N1+(nPT-I) N D

Ni*ZNO
(X+DZ/*DYt2*t>Z)

NUNO

Nl
Fig. 5.1.

SLINE M
LNAME'
NL N2 NP

Generation of Key Node Strings

Creates straight line LNAME connecting points Nl and
N2 with NP intermediate points.
The point spacing de(IB)
pends on M and IB.
(See Figure 5.2).
. M=0

No b i a s —

points equally spaced.

M=1 . End bias -— points biased toward N2 for positive
IB and toward Nl for negative IB. Magnitude of IB de
termines biasing.
»
M=2 Center bias — points denser in center for posi
tive. IB, denser toward ends for negative IB. IB is not
read if M=0.
GARC3 M
CNAME
Nl N2 N3

Creates circular arc CNAME going from point Nl to N2
and passing through point N3. M, NP and IB are as in
NP
(IB)
SLINE.
(See Figure 5.3).
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N2

HI

HP
*v

A/i

M-0

A/i

AVI
Fig. 5.2.

Straight Line Generation

/v*

>V

A/3

A/i
A/i

Fig. 5.3.

A/1

Circular Arc Generation

LINES M
Generates a series of NLN straight lines (Fig. 5.4),
LNAME
the first of which has name LNAME, endpoints
N01
N02 NOP (IB) NLN
N01 and N 0 2 , and NOP, intermediate
DN1
DN2 DNP (DIB) DNM
points with bias IB.
The next line has
name LNAME+DNM, endpoints N01+DN1, N02+DN2,
and NOP+DNP intermediate points with bias IB+DIB.
The
incrementing continues until all NLN lines have been
generated.
LNAME must have numerals for the last four
characters, and DNM must be positive.
Biasing is the
same as in SLINE.
The same bias type applies to all
the lines. IB and DIB are omitted for M=0.

NOl*DNl

PW#

nointNi

F i g . 5.4.

Line "String" Generation
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CARCS M
CNAME
NOl N02
DNL DN2
RGRID MN
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME 3
NAME4
E

N03
DN3

Generates a series of NLN circular arcs.
Parameters
(end points, bias, etc.) are determined
NOP
(IB) NLN
as for LINES above.
DNO
(DIB) DNM
Generates four-sided grid GNAME bounded by edges NAME1
to NAME4 (see Fig. 5.5).
Internal points are obtained
by relaxation up to an accuracy of E. The appropriate
choice of M results in automatic generation of line
stiffeners. MN is a single two digit mode parameter.
M=0

No stiffeners.

M=1

Stiffeners parallel to side NAME1.

M=2

Stiffeners parallel to side NAME2.

N=0 Internal points interpolated from all surrounding
points to accuracy E.
N=1 Internal points space evenly on straight lines
joining the internal nodes on sides NAME2 and NAME4.
N=2 Internal nodes are computed the same as for 1,
but the sides used are NAME1 and NAME3.

iVAMO
NAm U

1

A / A / V £<#

Fig. 5.5.

Grid Generation with RGRID

PGRID M
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME 3
NAME 4

A parametric variation of RGRID, using a shape func
tion of the so-called "Serendipity" family (see Ap
pendix C ) . No accuracy parameter is needed as the
grid is non-iterative.
The mode parameter M has the
same meaning as N in RGRID.

CGRID M
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME 3
NAME 4
NP

Another parametric grid representation similar to
PGRID, except it is of the "Lagrangian" family (see
Appendix C) and has a center point NP that may lie
well outside the "plane" of the edges and through
which the grid must pass (see Fig. 5.6).
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HP.

Fig. 5.

RGRDS MN
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME 3
NAME4
NGD DNG
E

DN1

CGRID Generation with Central Geometric Point NP

Creates a grid "string", or series, of NGD grids, the
first of which has the parameters listed (excluding
the line of integers). The others all have the same
thickness and stiffener types, while the grid name and
the names of the lines from which it is generated are
incremented (Fig. 5.7).
DN2 DN3 DN4

G/VAME
CNAME * IONt

GHAMe»0N6

Fig. 5.7.

PGRDS M
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME 3
NAME4
NGD DNG
CGRDS M
GNAME
NAME1
NAME 2
NAME3

Generation of a Grid "String"

Creates a PGRID "string".
The parameters have the
same meaning as for PGRID, and the incrementing is done
the same as for RGRDS.

DN1

DN2

DN3

DN4

Creates a CGRID "string".
The parameters have the
same meaning as for CGRID, and the incrementing is
done the same as for RGRDS. Note that the number of
the geometric key point for the first CGRID, and its
increment, are on the last line.
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NAME4
NGD DNG
NGP DNP
INF

DN1

DN2

DNS

DN4

Information routine with limited editing capabilities*
When executed3 it responds with the number of lines
and surfaces (grids) generated, and proceeds to ask
questions about the desired information:
LIST MATERIAL PROPERTIES?
N1 N2

LIST GEOMETRIC DATA?
N1 N2

LIST LINES?
N1 N2

LIST GRIDS?
N1 N2

DELETE LINES?
NAME

DELETE GRIDS?
NAME

Response is in the form of two
integers.
The program lists mate
rial properties N1 through N2 (only
N1 if N25N1), and awaits another N1
N2 line. When Nl is blank, ze_r;o or
negative, the program proceeds to
the next step.

Permits listing of element geomet
ric data groups.
The effect of
the parameters is the same as for
listing material properties.

Similar to the above in operation,
but lists line generation data.

Similar to the above in operation,
but lists grid generation data.

Allows deletion of unwanted lines.
The name of any line that is de
sired to be deleted is given.
The
program will continue to read names
and delete lines until a blank name
is entered. Deletion of a line de
letes all grids connected to that
line.

Permits deletion of individual
grids.. It operates in a similar
fashion to the line deletion in
struction, but deleting a grid has
no effect on anything but that grid.
It will not affect the boundary
lines of the grid.
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VPT
H

Sets the viewpoint distance for subsequent PLOT in
structions to H units from the center of the model.
Default value is 1.E50,

VDIR
K L

Sets the viewing direction for subsequent plotting
parallel to the line through the origin and the point
(K9L,M), Normalizing K, L, and M gives the direction
cosines of the viewing direction.
The view is toward
the origin from this point.
The y axis is always
plotted vertically.
Default values are 0, 0 , 1 (view
down z axis),

BOX
XMIN
XMAX
YMIN
YMAX
ZMIN
ZMAX

Restricts the viewing area in subsequent plots to the
prescribed coordinate limits.
Entering a pair of equal
numbers for limits along an axis (e.g., XMIN and XMAX),
result in the use of the model boundaries as limits.

PLOT

Produces a partial plot of the model under the pre’ scribed constraints.
Only the lines are plotted, and
lines and grids are labelled by name.

RESET

Resets all plot parameters to their default values.

STEER
NAME

Initiates execution of steering file (batch file),
named NAME, from disk.
The batch file contains in
structions to the program exactly as they would be
typed during execution.
The batch file may contain any
of the instructions listed above.
Instructions encoun
tered during execution of the steering file are echoed
on the teletype.

END

This must be the last instruction on a steering file
unless QUIT (see below) is used, and returns control to
the teletype (or other interactive console).

.QUIT

This is the last instruction to be u s e d . It initiates
rearrangement of the nodes, updates the parameter file,
empties any buffers, and terminates the program.

Model Editor and Display Program (EDITM)—

Interactive

EDITM is a model editor designed primarily to correct and up
date BULKM models; additionally, it may be used to generate simple
models or ones that are too complex to automate.

When loaded, it
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responds by typing:
-

,

EDITM Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME

and awaits a response from the user.

When the user gives his job n a m e 9

the disk is checked to see if the job already exists.
tializes the job and prints a message to the effect.
for instructions,

If not3 it ini
It is then ready

EDITM instructions, and their effects, are described

below.
BOX
XMIN;
XMAX
YMIN
YMAX
ZMIN
ZMAX

Will restrict the viewing area to the region bound by
the given X, Y and Z limits.
The (floating point)
parameters XMIN through XMAX are typed each on a sepa
rate line.

ELTS

Elements are to be plotted.

BDS

Only boundary lines (generated with BULKM) are to be
plotted.
BDS is the default state.

PN

Alternately activates and deactivates the point number
indicator.
If the indicator is active, a plot will
produce point numbers. None will be produced if the
indicator is inactive.
Default value is inactive.

EN

Indicates that element numbers are to be plotted. -If
element numbers are already activated, issuing this
command deactivates them. Default is inactive.

MN

Sets a pointer so that element material type numbers
will be output in the next plot.
It will deactivate
the pointer on successive application.
Default is
inactive.

TN

Sets a pointer
ber associated
the element in
is the same as

such that the geometric data entry num
with each element will be output with
the next plot (or plots).
Deactivation
for EN and MN, Default is inactive.

Note:

Only one of the three instructions above (EN, MN, TN)
may be active at a time, and hence, activation of any
of them deactivates the others.

VDIR
K L

Sets the viewing direction for subsequent plotting par
allel to the line through the origin and the point
(K,L,M), toward the origin.
Default values are 0, 0,
1 (view down z axis).

M

VPT
H

Changes the viewing point distance to H units away from
the center of the model.
The default value of H is
1.E50,

RESET

Resets all values to their default values.

PLOT

Plots the model under the constraints set by the pre
vious functions, or their default values.

INFO

Produces the first 20 entries of the parameter list in
file (JOB,PAR) (number of nodes, number of elements,
number of loading cases, etc.).

INFP
Nl N2

Information request for point coordinates and freedom
patterns. Nl, N2 are integer values (14 each), giving
the required range. If N2=0, or blank, only node Nl
is produced.

INFE
Nl N2

Produces connectivity schemes for elements Nl to N2
(format 14).
If N2=0, or blank, only element Nl is
displayed.

INFM
Nl N2

Lists material properties for materials Nl to N2.

INFT
Nl N2

Lists element geometric data entries Nl to N2.

Repositions node N to X, Y, Z. If node N has not been
previously created, a new node is produced.

PT
N
X
Y
Z
RECON
N
11 12

13 ...

Redefines connectivity of element N, without changing
its type, material or thickness.
Program expects the
same number of nodes as before.
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RETH
N
NTH

Redefines thickness group of element N to NTH, without
changing its type, material or connectivity.
Same numher,of nodes.

RETYP
N

Redefines type of element N, without changing its material thickness, or connectivity.

IT

v '

REMAT
N
NMAT:

Redefines material of element N, without changing its
type, thickness, or connectivity.

DPT
N1 N2

Deletes points N1 to N2. Any element connected to any
of these points will be automatically deleted.

DEL
N1 N2

Deletes elements N1 to N2.

ELMAT M
N
(E)
(v)
(G)
(p)
(a)

Redefines or adds a new isotropic material type N, and/
or sets a pointer in the program defining the material
type to be used in subsequent element generation. M
gives the number of values (E through a) to be read„
Valid values for M are 0 to 5. Other values result in
an error.
If M is zero, only the program pointer is
changed, and E through a are not read). Default value
of the pointer is 1.

ORMAT M
N
(El)
(E2)
(Yl)
(G)
(p)

Redefines or adds a new orthotropic material type N,
and/or sets a pointer in the program defining the material type to be used in subsequent element generation.
M gives the number of values to be read and modified.
If M is zero, only the pointer is changed and El
through a2 are omitted.
ELMAT'and ORMAT tnay be used
interchangeably if M is zero.

(%1)
(a2)
EPROP M
N
(VALUE1)
(VALUE2)
1
(VALUER)
ROD
N1 N2 N
AN1 AN2

Modifies or adds a new element thickness record.
It
also sets a pointer in the program specifying that
this thickness record is to be used for subsequent
element generation.
M specifies the number of values
to be read.
If M=0, only the pointer is modified.
The
pointer’s default value is 1.

Generates a rod or series of rods. If N=0 one rod,
connecting N1 and N2, is generated and the next line
is omitted.
If N > 0, N rods are generated:
N1 to
N 2 , N1+AN1 to N2+AN2, . . ., Nlf(N-l)AN1 to N2+(N-1)AN2.
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BEAM
NX
N2 NG N
AN1 AN2 .ANG
Similar to ROD in construction.
These in
structions generate beams, membrane (bending)
triangles and membrane (bending) quadrilater
als.

TM3
(TB3)
NX
N2 N3 N
ANX AN2 AN3
QM4
NX
ANX

(QB4)
N2 N3 N4 N
AN2 AN3 AN4
Ends program and registers aXX data on files.

QUIT

Automatic Freedom Generator (BULKF) —

Remote Batch

BULKF is intended to allow only those freedoms which a model
can support, thereby relieving the user of the necessity to suppress
all superfluous freedoms by h and.

When BULKF is loaded, it responds

with:
BULKF Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
When the user responds with his job name, the program checks to see if
the job is present.
new job name.

If not, it issues an error message and asks for a

If it is, BULKF checks the status list to see that the

model has been generated.
message and terminates.

If it has not, the program issues an error
If the model has been generated, BULKF pro

ceeds to compute and store the freedoms that the model can support,
and terminates when finished.

No additional input is required.

Bulk Load and Boundary Condition Generator
(BULKLB)'— A Interactive
BULKLB is a bulk load and boundary condition editor designed
to apply loads to models generated with BULKM.

It allows line and
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surface loads, pressure head loads, inertial loads and dynamic balan
cing,

Once loaded, BULKLB responds by typing:
BULKLB Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME

,

When the jobname

is entered the program checks to see. if the job is

present on disk,

If it is not, a new name is requested.

Once the job

is found, the status list is checked for model generation, the program
printing an error message and terminating if the model is not gener
ated.

Next, the parameter list is checked to determine if the number

of loading cases has been defined (third entry in the list).
the user is asked to define the number of loading cases.

If not,

Valid re-

:

sponse is between 1 and the maximum number of loading cases (tenth en
try in the parameter list). . An invalid response will result in an
error print out and a new query for the correct number.

Upon success^

ful completion.of these tests, BULKLB is ready for commands.

Valid

commands are as follows.
LCASE
N

Defines the loading case to be worked on next.

UNLOAD

Zeroizes all loads in the current loading case.

LOADF M
N
V

Applies a load V with freedom M to key node N. M=1
signifies translation force along x.
M=2 is translation along y» 3 is translation along z . M=4 is rota. tion (moment) around x, 5 and 6 around y and z
respectively.

LOADL M
LNAME
(K)
VI
V2

Applies a distributed line load with freedom M to line
..LNAME. VI is the value of the load at end 1 and V2 at
end 2. The load is distributed linearly along the
length of the line.
If M=0, the load is along the line
from end 1-toward end 2. If M=7, the integer K is
read (1, 2 or 3 for x, y, z axes), and the loads are

*
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applied in the direction of e^ x
^ , where ^
is a
unit vector in the direction of the*appropriate axis,
and R. „ is a vector in the direction of each line seg
ment. *
LOADS M
SNAME
VI
V2
V3
V4

Applies a distributed surface load on surface SNAME.
VI through V4 are the values at the corners, as in Fig.
5.8.
The load distribution is linear across the surface.
If M=0, the load is perpendicular to the surface
in the direction of R ? ^ x R- , (see Fig. 5.9).
’

g a /a m e

VI

F i g . 5.8.
Scheme for the Application of
Load Values to the Corners of a Surface

4

Fig. 5.9.
Definition of Vectors Used in the
Application of Loads Perpendicular to a Surface

HEADS M
SNAME
Cl
VI
C2
V2

Applies a pressure head to surface SNAME.
M specifies
the axis along which the pressure gradient is highest.
and Cl and C2 give the coordinates on that axis that
have pressures of VI and V2. The head loads are applied only up to the zero head line.
The loads are
applied inthe direction of R^ ^ x R^ ^ (see Fig. 5.9).

TRACC k
V
(1)
(m)
(n)

Used to define translational inertia loading on the
structure.
V is the acceleration, and 1, m, n give
the direction cosines of the acceleration vector.
If
k is specified (1,2,3), the acceleration is along one
of the coordinates axis and 1, m, n are omitted.
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ANGVL k
V
CD
(m)
(n)
(x)

Produces rotational inertia loading on the model.
V
is the angular velocity in radians/sec. If a coordi
nate axis is not specified by k; 1, m, n give the
direction.cosines of the axis of rotation passing
through (x,y,z). If k is specified (1 to 3), the rota
tion is about the corresponding axis through (0,0,0)

(y)
(z)

BALM

Introduces inertia loading necessary to balance the
structure as a free body under the applied loading.

MASS

Calculates and stores the mass matrix of the model
using the lumped mass approach.

MASSP
N
V

Introduces a lumped mass of value V to key node N.

MASSL
LNAME
VI
V2

Introduces a linearly distributed line mass to line
LNAME.
VI and V2 are the values at ends 1 and 2 re
spectively.

MASSS
SNAME
VI
V2
V3
V4

Applies a linearly varying distributed surface mass to
surface SNAME. VI through V4 are the values at the
coiners, as in LOADS.

SUPKP M
N

Suppresses freedom M of key node N.
doms are suppressed.

SUPRL M
LNAME

Suppresses freedom M in all nodes of line LNAME.

SUPRS M
SNAME

Suppresses freedom M in all nodes of surface SNAME.

RELFP M
N

Releases freedom M in key node N.
are released.

RELFL M
LNAME

Releases freedom M i n -line LNAME.

RELFS M
SNAME

Releases freedom M in surface SNAME.

QUIT

Closes files and terminates program.

If M=0, all free

If M=0, all freedoms
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Editor for Loads and Boundary Conditions
(EDITLB) — Interactive
EDITLB is intended to provide local modifications to loads and
boundary conditions applied by BULKLB»

It may also be used to generate

simple loading on models, or loading on models not generated with BULKM,
Once loaded, this program responds by typing:
EDITLB Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
to which the user responds with the desired j ob name *
same checks as does BULKLB —

EDITLB makes the

job present, model generated —

and also

asks for the desired number of loading cases if it has not been set
previouslye

Once completed, EDITLB is ready to accept any of the fol

lowing commands.
BOX
XMIN
XMAX
YMIN
YMAX
ZMIN
ZMAX

Restricts, the viewing area to the limits set by XMIN
to ZMAX.
If equal values are entered for any pair
(e.g., XMIN and XMAX), model limits are substituted for
that pairo

BDS

Indicates only model boundaries — • generated by BULKM —
are to be displayed.
Default value»

ELTS

Elements are to be displayed»

PN

Alternately activates and deactivates point numbers for
plots, default is inactive„

EN

Alternately activates and deactivates element numbers.
Default is inactive•

VDIR
K L

M

Specifies,a viewing direction parallel to the line from
point (K,L,M) toward the origin.
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VPT
H

Shifts viewing point to H units away from the center
of the model segment to be plotted.

RX

Denotes X components are to be displayed.

RY

Denotes Y components of loads are to be displayed.

RZ

Denotes Z components of loads are to be displayed.

RES

Denotes load resultants are to be displayed (default).

RMX

Denotes 0X components of loads (moments about X axis)
are to be displayed.
They are displayed as vectors
along the X axis with direction defined by the righthand rule.

RMY

Denotes GY components of loads are to be displayed.

RMZ

Denotes 0Z components are to be displayed.

RESM

Denotes resultant moments are to be displayed using
the right-hand rule for direction calculation.

TRANS

Alternately activates and deactivates translational
boundary conditions p l o t . All allowed freedoms will
be shown as lines in the appropriate direction.
De
fault is inactive.

ROTAT

Alternately activates and deactivates rotational boun
dary conditions plot.
Allowed rotational freedoms will
be shown as lines in the direction specified by the
right-hand rule.

RESET

Restores all parameters to their default values.

PLOT

Produces model and load plot subject to previously
chosen display parameters (PN, BOX, etc.)

LCASE
N

Indicates loading case N is to be worked on.

UNLOAD

Zeroizes all loads on the structure for the current
loading case.

UNLDP
Nl N2

Zeroizes all loads on points N1 through N2 for the cur
rent loading case.

VX
N1
U

Inserts load X-component U at nodes N1 through N2.
N2. < Nl, the load is applied only to Nl.

N2

If
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VY
N1
V

Inserts load Y-component V at nodes N1 through N 2 .
N2

VZ

N1

Inserts Z-component W at load nodes N1 through N2,

N2

WMK
N1
V

N2

Inserts moment component MX, equal to value V, at nodes
N1 through N2.

MY, MZ

Similar to MX.

SDX
EL N2

Suppresses displacement component in the X-direction
at nodes EL through N 2 .

SDY, SDZ

Similar to SDX.

SEX
N1 N2

Suppresses rotation about X axis at nodes EL through
N2.
,

SRY, SRZ

Similar to SRX.

SURRP
N1 N2

Suppresses all freedoms of points N1 to N2.

RDX

Releases displacement component in X-directiori at nodes
EL through N 2 .

N1

N2

'

RDY, RDZ

Similar to RDX.

RRX
EL N2

Releases rotation about X axis at nodes N1 through N2.

RRY, RRZ

Similar to RRX.

RELFP
N1 N2

Releases all freedoms of points N1 to N2.

.

^

INFL
N1 N2

EL through N2.

INFP
EL N2

Produces a listing of the coordinates and freedom pat
terns of points EL to N2.

QUIT

Finalizes files and terminates operation.

Produces a numerical print-out of the loads at nodes
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Stiffness Assembler (STIFF) —

Remote Batch

After loading, the stiffness assembler types:
STIFF Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
and waits for the user to enter a job name.

It then checks to be sure

the job is present and the model is generated.
status of the stiffness matrix.

It then checks the

If it has already been computed, no

subsequent model changes have been made, and the; matrix has not been
decomposed, the program will terminate.

Otherwise it will compute the

stiffness matrix and update the status list accordingly.

No user in

teraction is necessary.

Stiffness Matrix Decomposition
(DECOM) — Remote Batch
After loading, DECOM responds with:
DECOM Vxx

_

TYPE JOB NAME
After the user gives the desired job. name, DECOM checks if the job is
present on disk, the stiffness matrix is computed and boundary condi
tions have been applied.

If so, it proceeds with the Cholesky decom

position procedure (see Appendix D) and updates the status list accord
ingly,

DECOM will terminate if t h e .stiffness matrix is already

decomposed.

Deflection Computation (DEFL) -—

Remote Batch

Upon completion of loading, DEFL outputs:
DEFL Vxx

TYPE JOB NAME .
and awaits user response.

When the job name is given, the program

checks to see if it is present on disk, the stiffness matrix has been
decomposed and loads have been applied to the model.

If not, the pro

gram terminates, as it does if the deflections have already been com
puted.

Otherwise, it computes deflections and updates the status list

accordingly.

Stress Computation (STRESS) — - Remote Batch
Once loaded, STRESS types:
STRESS Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
and awaits input.

When the user types the desired job name, the program

assures it is present and checks for the completion of deflection compu
tation.

If deflections have not been completed, or if stresses have "al

ready been calculated, STRESS terminates.

Otherwise, it calculates the'

stress values for each element and stores them on disk.

Upon completion

it sets the appropriate status switch and terminates.

Result Display (RESULT). -—

Interactive.

The result display program is designed to display one loading
case at a time.

This loading case may be a combination of all available

loading cases, using certain weighting.factors.
core, it will type:
RESULT Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME

When the program is in
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After the user responds with the desired job name, RESULT
checks for the presence of the job and the completion of deflection
calculation.

Stress computation need not have been completed, in which

case all stresses will be zero.

Valid RESULT instructions are:

LCASE
N

Extracts the results of loading case N.

COMP :
W1
W2
etc.

Composite loading case obtained by combining all current
cases using weighting factors Wlk W2, . .., etc'.

PRIN

Principle stresses are to be plotted as a vector plot.

VM .

Von-Mises criterion is to be displayed using a charac
ter plot.

'EXSTR

Gives maximum and minimum stress values (VM criterion)
of all elements included within the current plot limits.

RANGE
C
51
52

Stresses between values SI and S2 are to be displayed
as character C (one character or symbol) in a VM plot.

SCALE
V

Displacements are to be scaled by V times the default
(computed) scale factor.

SCALS

Stress vectors (under PRIN option) are to be scaled by
V times the default scale factor.

BOX
XMIN
XMAX

Restricting the viewed area to the given limits.

YMIN

YMAX
ZMIN
ZMAX
ELTS

Elements are to be plotted.

BBS

Only boundary lines (generated by BULKM) are to be dis
played.
This is the default condition.
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PN

Alternately activates and deactivates the point number
indicator.
When active9 point numbers will be produced
in plots.
Default is inactive.

EN

Alternately activates and deactivates the element num
ber indicator. When active, element numbers will be
produced on plots.
When this option is active, element
stresses are not displayed.
Default is inactive.

VDIR

K

Specifies the viewing direction having direction cosines
K, L, M.

L M

VPT
H

Changes the viewing point distance to H.

RESET

Resets all parameters.

PLOT

Plots the model according to previously set parameters„

INFP
N1 N2

Produces numerical values of deflections of points N1
to N2 on screen.

INFE
Nl. N2"

Produces numerical information about stresses of ele
ments N1 to N2 on screen,

QUIT

Terminates program.

Save/Restore Capability (SAVER) —

Interactive

The Save/Restore package performs the function of saving a job
on secondary storage (DECtape, MAGtape), or restoring a job from such a
secondary file.

After the standard loading procedure, the program

prints out:
SAVER Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
The users then respond giving the job name as a five character job
identifier.
SAVE
NEWNM

The following instructions may then be used:
Saves the job on secondary storage.
If NEWNM is not
blank, the saved job will be renamed to NEWNM.
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RESTORE
NEWNM"

Restores the job from secondary storage0
If NEWNM is
not blank, the restored job will have name NEWNM.

DELETE

Deletes the job from disk.

QUIT

Terminates operation.

Data Dump Routine (DUMP) —

Interactive

This routine is designed to allow the user to inspect all files
on disk in order to satisfy himself of their correctness.
Upon loading, the program responds by typing:
DATA DUMP Vxx
TYPE JOB NAME
The user responds with the desired job name and the program assures
the job is existent.

The following instructions may then be used:

LCASE
N

Sets indicator so subsequent output of loads, deflec
tions and stress will be for loading case N.

BOX
XMIN
XMAX
YMIN
YMAX
ZMIN
ZMAX

Limits output of any data associated with nodes to
those nodes continued within the prescribed boundaries.
Any data associated with individual elements (stresses,,
corner points) are limited to elements contained en
tirely within the boundaries. Duplicate entries for
any pair of the limits (e.g., XMIN and XMAX) results
in the use of model limits. Default values for the
limit parameters are the limits of the model.

PARAM

Results in output of the parameter list.

NODES

Results in output of the node switch list.

STATS

Produces output of the status list.

FILES

Initiates a listing of all auxilliary files and their
size.

WFAC

Results in a print-out of the weighting factor lists:.

MATP
N1 N2

Produces a listing of material types and properties for
entries N1 to N2.
Only N1 is produced in N2. £N1.
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EPROP
N1 N2

Lists numerical values for element properties Nl
through N2.

■INTRF
N1 N2

Outputs details for constrained interfaces Nl through
' N2.

NODES
N1 - N2

Prints out data pertaining to all nodes with user num
bers Nl to N2 that lie within the boundaries specified
by the BOX instruction above.

ELTS
N1 N2

Produces a listing of data about all elements from Nl
through N2 that lie completely within the boundaries
prescribed by BOX.

ELTCN
Nl. N2

Lists data.about all elements connected to any node
that lies within the prescribed geometric limits and
has a user number from Nl to N2.

LOADS
NL N2

Lists load values for the current loading case for all
nodes with user numbers Nl through N2 that lie within
the current geometric limits.

CONNY
Nl N2

Results in a listing of stiffness connectivity rows Nl
through N 2 . The geometric limit parameters have no
effect on this instruction.

STIFF
NR1 NR2

NCI

DISP
Nl N2
x
^

Lists all stiffness submatrices for rows NR1 to NR2
NC2
and columns NCI to NC2 . If NR2. £ NR 1 3 only row
NR1 is considered.
If N C2<NC1, only column NCI is
considered.
If both NCI and NC2 are zero, and NR2 is
not zero, the submatrix in row NR1 and column NR2 is
produced.
Produces displacements for the active loading case
(see LCASE) for all nodes contained within the specified geometric boundaries (BOX) and having a user node
number from Nl to N2.

SIRES
Nl N2

Lists stresses for the current loading case of elements
Nl through N2 that satisfy the geometric boundary con
ditions .

STRSN
Nl N2

Results in a list of element stresses for all elements
connected to any nodes with user numbers Nl through N2
that lie within the current boundary limits.

QUIT

Closes any open files and terminates program operation.

CHAPTER 6

FUTURE PLANS

It is felt that the total system concept utilized here, with
its inherent modularity and openendedness, is ideally suited for ex
pansion and modification in many diverse directions.

The mesh genera

tor is readily expandable to include new line types, such as parabolic
or cubic arcs, new grid generation schemes, such as a three-dimensional
analog of the direct scheme for 2-D grids (presented by Kamel and
McCabe, 1973, pp. 5,6) or a scheme for meshing arbitrary shapes, such
as presented by Suhara and Fukuda, 1972, pp. 606-624, new element
types, such as higher order elements or special purpose elements.

Ad

ditionally, if a user has requirements for meshes not readily generated
by program BULKM —

for example, meshes of solid objects —

it is a

simple matter to incorporate his own mesh generator to fit his specific
need (see Kamel and Shanta, 1974).
gram modules.

The same goes for all of the pro

They have been explicitly designed for ease of expansion

(with the possible exception of BULKF) to incorporate any new functions,
elements, etc., that may be desired.

Since the UDB and the programs

are within the public domain, any user with programming experience may
add or replace modules to fit his specific desires and/or needs.

An

example of this is the existence at The University of Arizona of sever
al different solution routines, of both direct and iterative types,
that are used for testing alternative solution schemes.
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Any user with

*
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ample knowledge of the finite element method and ability to program
can add to, or replace any of, the existing programs.
Merging
There are many capabilities that the system does not presently
have that are in the planning stages for inclusion.
ones will be described here.
ity.

Some of the major

One of these is the UDB merging capabil

It is planned to include a program that will take several differ

ent data banks and merge them into a new UDB under a different name
(see Figure 6.1).

With the use of such a program it will be possible

for several users to independently create individual portions of a
complex model and then "fuse" the separate pieces together to form the
complete model.

In so doing, it will be necessary to merge common

points, updating all reference to the deleted nodes in the element
list.

Additionally, it will be necessary to generate transition grids

between adjacent grids with different numbers of internal nodes, as
well as adding (or deleting) individual elements along boundaries.
Adding and deleting individual elements is a simple function already

+

Data Base
1

+

Data Base
2

Fig. 6.1.

Merging Data Bases

Data Base
3
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incorporated into the model editor ED1TM, and may or may not be in
cluded in the merging program.
straightforward matter.

The merging of points is likewise a

Transition grids are slightly more complex,

and different grids can result by the use of different schemes for
their formation.

Satisfactory methods exist for the generation of the

type of transition grids required for plate and shell structures (Kam
el and McCabe, 1973, p. 6) like those generated by the current GIFTS
system, and a method has been proposed for solid grids (Kamel and
Shanta, 1974, p. 12) which seems feasible.

These need only be incor

porated into the merge program.

Zooming
The opposite of the merge capability is that of zooming —
is the isolation of some part of a model into a new data base —
the purpose of local analysis (Figure 6.2).

that
for

For a two-dimensional

case, this may be accomplished by the creation of a polygon surrounding

Data Base
1

Fig. 6.2.

Data Base
2

Data Base Transformation to Produce Zooming Effect
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the desired portion of the model by successive generation of points on
the screen containing a plot of the model.

For three-dimensional mod

els, this may be accomplished by successive windowing using simple geo
metric figures —

cubes, spheres, cylinders —

two parts, one of which is discarded.

to divide the model into

A new UDB is then created with

only those points and elements that are completely enclosed within the
region described.
Provisions can be made for automatic displacement carry-over
for local analysis.
Remeshing
An additional capability that should prove useful for perform
ing local analyses using the zooming procedure, as well as for general
model generation, would be an automatic mesh refining routine.

With

the proposed routine, the model may be locally refined in a region de
lineated by the use of a polygon or by windowing as described under
zooming.

All elements included within the prescribed region would be

automatically subdivided and new nodes introduced (Figure 6.3).

Fig. 6.3.

Automatic Remeshing Operation

A
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procedure may be incorporated to rearrange the nodes internally so as
to choose the new node numbers with an eye to reducing submatrix prop
agation in the stiffness matrix during decomposition.

Since there is

a user-system point dictionary incorporated into the GIFTS system (see
section The Point File in Chapter 3), all point-related input/output
for the system will still be in terms of the user-defined point num
bers.
It would,
meshing operation
varying size.

of course, be possible to successively apply the re
to a single model in order to produce a mesh of

Since one of the major uses of this capability would be

in the area of local analyses, all displacement results obtained by a
previous analysis on the original model will be carried over and ex
tended to the new nodes, using linear interpolation for simplicity.
The user may reassign his freedoms; freeing all internal points of the
model so that a local analysis may be executed.

Reduced Substructures
One of the more recent, major advances in the field of finite
element analysis —

reduced substructures —

for incorporation into the overall system.

is in the planning stages
In general, the reduced

substructure technique (Kamel et al., 1972, pp. 705-712) can be con
sidered as a refinement of the local analysis techniques alluded to
above.

In a normal local analysis, a finite element analysis is first

run on the entire model.

Next, the critical portion (or

the model where a local analysis is desired is separated
whole and remeshed.

portions) of
from the

The deflections of the nodes on all of the
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non-free boundaries (boundaries that were originally internal to the
structure as a whole) are picked up from the previous analysis.

Any

new nodes on these boundaries, introduced by remeshing, are given de
flection values interpolated from the nodes on the same boundary in
both models.

The internal nodes of the local analysis model, as well

as the nodes on any free boundaries, are freed, and the model is ana
lyzed as a constrained boundary problem.
In the reduced substructure approach (Figure 6.4), however, re
gions where higher accuracy and resolution is desired are chosen before
the major analysis.

Each region is modelled independently, specifying

certain nodes around the connecting boundaries as "external" nodes
(the dark dots in Figure 6.4).

These external nodes are those that

will be connected to nodes in the major analysis model.

The other

nodes on the boundaries are defined as "dependent" nodes, since they
are constrained to move with their associated "external" nodes in some
specified manner.

All other nodes are "independent" nodes, since they

are free to move in a manner consistent with the loading and motion of
the boundaries.

The stiffness matrix of the reduced substructure is

Reduced Substructures
Fig. 6.4.

Major Analysis

Local Analysis

Reduced Substructures Approach

*
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computed., .and then kinematically and statically condensed to result in
a stiffness matrix relating only to the "external" nodes of the struc
ture .

Any internal loading is likewise condensed to a statically

equivalent set of loads, on the "external" nodes .

The reduced substruc

ture thus obtained is then used in the major analysis as an individual
element with as many nodes as there are "external" nodes in the sub
structure.

After the major analysis, local analysis may be performed

on any of the substructures desired by transferring the displacements
of the "external" nodes to those of the "dependent" and "internal"
nodes by use of the same transformation matrix needed to condense the
original stiffness matrix of the reduced substructure.
In addition to the obvious use of reduced substructures for ob
taining local refinements in an otherwise coarse mesh, they may be
utilized for the entire analysis, with no other element types included
in the major analysis.

With the judicious solution of interpolated

boundaries, this procedure produces results approaching the accuracy
that would be obtained if the entire major analysis model were meshed
as finely as its constituent substructure, and run as a single job.
However, using reduced substructures in the analysis greatly reduces
both the time required for the solution and, even,more so, the compu
t e r ?s data storage requirements.

It also has the effect of greatly re

ducing roundoff error in the analysis.

This makes the procedure

particularly attractive for the GIFTS system, since it is intended for
possible operation on minicomputers, as well as on time-sharing sys
tems .

Additionally, there is evidence.(Kamel et all, 1972, pp. 710-
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711) to indicate that vast savings in computer costs can be realized
by the use of this approach over normal analysis methods.

Dynamic Analyses and Transient Response
The GIFTS system has incorporated into its data file structure
all information required for conducting dynamic (vibrational) analyses
as well as transient response problems.
both of these capabilities in the system.

It is intended to incorporate
One forseeable problem, par

ticularly in the case of transient response, is that of dynamic dis
play on a storage tube.

It is, of course, possible to utilize a make

shift procedure of successively plotting results at convenient time
intervals arid preserving them in the form of hard-copies, or perhaps
finally as a film clip.

This is one area in which refreshed scopes,

by their very nature, are definitely superior, since they can dynami
cally display the results, as well as produce stop action scenes for
any desired hard-copies.

'

CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is felt that the inherent design produces a system that is
extremely flexible and versatile.

It encourages users to add any

special capabilities that they may desire, while at the same time, at
tempts to fulfill as many of these needs as possible in the basic con
figuration.

User's Control of the Program
The idea of dividing the finite element analysis into a number
of steps that the user can initiate and appreciate physically leads to
a better control of the process and greater economy.
the suggested division as well as an example of usage.

Figure 7.1 gives
Although any

part of the operation may be initiated by the user through a set of
simple commands, a batch scheduler may also be provided to enable the
user to initiate a sequence of operations in a remote batch mode.

The

following case history will illustrate the process.
The user prepares a steering file for the automatic mesh gen
erator and attempts a trial run (1).

Since the generator has a display

feature he visualizes that his output data contains some errors.
corrects them and tries again (2).

He

The second attempt is successful

and results in the generation of large amounts of data describing his
structure as a whole, except for some local details that are hard to
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Automatic Mesh Generator

SI

Model Display and Edit

R1

Automatic Freedom Generator

Bulk Load and Boundary
Condition Generator
14

Load Boundary Condition
Edit and Display_______
Stiffness Matrix Formation

10

18

Stiffness Decomposition

20

Deflections and Stresses

13

Display of Results

S3

Fig. 7.1.
Outlay of the System and Time
History of a Typical Computation

automate.

The data files are accessed through the model display and

editor (3), and several runs are made (4) and (5).
day he saves his correct model (SI).

At the end of the

Two days later he restores his

files (Rl) and, after calling the automatic freedom generator (6), pro
ceeds to apply his loads and boundary conditions (7).
displayed (8).

Errors are found.

(9), and prove correct.

The loads are

The loads are edited, redisplayed

At this stage the stiffness matrix is formed

(10) and triangularized (11).

The deflections and stresses are then

computed (12) and displayed (13).

The data is saved (S2) , but not
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deleted.

The user decides to modify the loading somewhat and redis

plays it (14).

He then proceeds, using the already decomposed matrix,

to recompute the deflections
the results (S3).

(15) and displays them (16), then saves

The user then decides to change some local design

features through the model editor (17).

He then recomputes the stiff

ness matrix (18), decomposes it (19), recomputes displacements and
stresses (20), displays the results

(21), and saves his final data

once more (S4).
The flexibility and modularity of the system will encourage
many variations on the basic operational scheme.

For example, the

user may be confronted with a symmetric structure under a nonsymmetric
loading.

The load may be analyzed into symmetric and antisymmetric

components.

Only half of the structure need be considered.

is saved after stiffness formation.

The job

Symmetric boundary conditions are

introduced for the symmetric load component to provide the first part
of the solution which m a y .be saved.

The stiffness matrix is restored

and the antisymmetric boundary conditions and loads may be then ap
plied and saved.

A special program may then be used to add or sub

tract the two results in order to produce the displacements and
stresses in either half of the structure as a standard UDB.

Stress

computations and result display may be performed again by the standard
routines provided.
It is expected that many of the users will provide their own
additions to the program library in the areas of their particular com
petence.

Such routines may then be tested and certified by some
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centralized agency and made available to the rest of the users.

The

only prerequisite is a familiarity with the standard file formats of
the UDB and adherence to the basic rules of the system.

User Control of the Data
The file formats are well defined and accessible through FOR
TRAN IV coding.

The user may write his own programs to manipulate the

data or create new files.

He may define his own auxiliary files that
.

he would like to add to a particular job.

If defined properly, the

system will automatically save and restore the new files with the
standard system files.
Interdisciplinary Finite Element Package
Because of the generality of the basic design of the data
structure, different finite element programs may be written to access
the UDB and store the results of the computations in their appropriate
locations.

For example

(Figure 7.2), a three-dimensional analysis may

be followed by a two-dimensional local analysis.

A two-dimensional

heat conduction program may result in temperature distributions which
:may be used in an axisymmetric solid analysis that produces thermal
stresses.

An interesting example may arise in testing of new elements.

The user may compute displacement values from a classical solution and
insert them in the appropriate files.

Subsequently, he may call the

stress program in order to compute the element stresses from which he
can deduce some of the element characteristics.
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UDB
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Fig. 7.2.
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conduction
package
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Interdisciplinary Use of the Unified Data Base

APPENDIX A

CLASSIFICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT DISPLAYS

In devising a general purpose graphics oriented finite element
package capable of analysis and display of 2 and 3~D structural and,
possibly, nonstructural problems, it is imperative to try and recog
nize all display functions shared by the different cases.

In other

words, it is necessary to classify the model display process and tech
niques.

In this section an attempt is made to establish such a clas

sification.
In general, a display routine projects the geometry of the
model, modified by certain functions, whose magnitude, direction, and
variation over the model are of interest.

Such a function may be in

terpreted as a modification to the geometry; as in the case of dis
placement functions.

Most other functions, such as loads and stresses,

are superimposed on the current geometry.

It is possible to plot sev

eral functions simultaneously, such as deformations and stresses.

Classification of Finite Element Models
Finite element models may be classified according to the geo
metric space they occupy and the class of finite elements utilized.
The following possibilities come to mind.
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E1S2 Models
These are models involving one-dimensional elements in twodimensional space*

Examples are two-dimensional pin-jointed trusses

and frames3 and two-dimensional ducting problemsi

Elements are uni

axial rods, beams or tubes.

E1S.3 Models
These are models involving one-dimensional elements in threedimensional space such as three-dimensional trusses and frames and
three-dimensional ducting arrangements„

E2S2 Models
Models of this class contain two-dimensional elements in twodimensional space such as in two-dimensional elasticity, flat plates,
axisymmetric solids problems, two-dimensional flow and heat conduction
problems.

E2S2 models may also contain one-dimensional elements.

E2S3 Models
These models involve two-dimensional elements in threedimensional space such as complex shell structures•
v

'

Such models may

.

also include one-dimensional elements.

E3S3 Models
Models of this class consist of three-dimensional elements in
three-dimensional space such as in three-dimensional solids, fluid
flow and heat conduction problems.,
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Classification of Functions to be Displayed
There are basically three types of functions; scalar, vector,
and tensor functions»

Scalar functions, include temperatures 3 head and

von Mises yield criterion.

Vector functions are represented by deflec

tions,, loads, velocities and temperature gradients.
are represented by stresses and strains.

Tensor functions

It is always possible to re

duce tensor functions to vectors and scalars for ease of representa
tion.
Functions may be assigned to nodes
elements (stresses).

(deflections, loads) or to

It is sometimes possible to translate element

functions into node functions by a process of averaging, interpolation,
extrapolation and/or smoothing.

Data Reduction for Plotting
In handling the graphical display of three-dimensional complex
structures it becomes quickly apparent that selective output is neces
sary in order for the user to be able to interpret the display effec
tively.

Selection may be based on topological arid geometric bases or

based on computer processing of data. .

Selection of Display Items According to
Topography and Geometry
If the logic employed in the construction of the model is pre
served in the files, which is the case in the GIFTS system, only the
boundaries (edges) of the areas need be plotted.

This reduces the

amount of information and speeds up the plotting process.

An
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alternative may be provided by computer elimination of all internal
boundaries (Kamel and McCabe9 1973)„
Another method based on geometry is that of "successive win
dowing", where windowing is interpreted in the most general sense.
series of windowing operations is applied to a model.

A

Each operation

reduces the amount of data to be plotted, by dividing the space into
two portions, one of which is invisible.

Such space divisions may be

based on a cartesian box, a cylinder, a sphere, or a plane.

Selection Based on Range
In the case of scalar functions, values between certain limits
are plotted.

This concept is extended in the GIFTS system so that

several ranges may be displayed simultaneously, each designated by a
special symbol chosen by the user.

Display of Scalar Functions

,

Plots using different intensities (Kamel and McCabe, 1973), a
combination of intensities and color (Christiansen, 1974) or using the
range selection technique seems to be the most feasible.

It is also

possible in two-dimensional cases to create a contour plot.

Display of Vector Quantities
These are best drawn as line segments pointing in the direc
tion of the vector, and whose length is proportional to the value of
the function.

Examples may be found in Appendix E.
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Display of Tensor Quantities
In displaying stresses, for example, it is found most suitable
to reduce the stress tensor to a scalar function (such as the von Mises
criterion), or to a set of vectors, such as the principal stresses.
The GIFTS plot routines offer both capabilities.

Display of Solid Models
Here result selection is imperative.
only the edges of the model be plotted.

It is recommended that

Upon request, sections

through the solid are generated and the appropriate functions are
plotted.on these sections using two dimensional display techniques *
In addition, facilities to change the viewing line, introduce perspec
tive and geometric selection should be sufficient to produce a power
ful display tool.
One comment worth including is that sections are best taken
along topologically meaningful node and element groups.

Experiments

with computed intersections of an arbitrary plane with a complex solid
have proven convenient but rather expensive (Figure A.1).

Fig. A.I.

Intersection of Plane with a Curved Solid Block

APPENDIX B

TEKTRONIX 4010/PDP-15 SOFTWARE PACKAGE

When the Tektronix 4010 graphics display console was obtained
for the PDP-15 installation to develop the GIFTS system, it was re
ceived with no software suitable for the purpose.

Thus it was neces

sary to write a graphics software package so that the PDP-15 could
utilize the graphics capabilities of the Tektronix 4010.

General Description
The graphics subroutine calls for the VT15 graphics display of
the PDP-15 had previously been adopted for all graphics displays.

It

was therefore decided that the calls for the 4010 package should uti
lize the same names as for the VT15 as much as possible.

Since the

refreshed scope and storage scope are basically different devices, it
was necessary to simplify some instructions, and delete all non
functional and non-essential aspects of the calls.

Many capabilities

are lost in changing, from a refreshed tube to a storage scope.

For ex

ample, ability to do graphics subroutining, is a standard feature of the
refreshed system, yet requires the otherwise unnecessary addition of a
plot file for storage scope which occupies unnecessary core storage.
Therefore it was decided against in this version of the graphics pack
age.
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Due to its hardware design, the VT15 scope is divided into two
separate viewing areas, a square main viewing area of 1023 x 1023 ras
ter units

(a raster unit is the smallest addressable increment on the

screen, and varies in actual dimensions from one system to another),
and a rectangular auxilliary viewing area to its right of approximately
300 x 1023 raster units, as shown in Figure B,1.
draw a continuous line between the two areas.

It is not possible to

This is a particularly

useful restriction, since it provides a simple means of enforced sep
aration between figure plots, usually located in the large main viewing
area, and labelling, menues, and/or general plot-related information,
ushally displayed on the right hand side.

The creation of the offset

screen area eliminates crowding and confusion resulting from the plot
overwriting the auxilliary information.
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General Layout of VT15 and 4010 Display Screens

The Tektronix 4010 screen, on the other hand, is hardware ad
dressable from 0 to 1023 in both directions.

However, in the vertical

(Y) direction, only a part of the addressable area is visible.

The

Tektronix PLOT-10 software, available for other computer systems, only
displays 780 raster units vertically.

The decision was made to
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truncate the display at 800 raster units defining the effective screen
size of the Tektronix 4010 as 1023 x 800 raster units.
For the reasons specified above, the Tektronix 4010 screen has
been artificially divided into viewing areas, as in the VT15 scope
(Figure B.1).

The main viewing area is 800 x 800 raster units (both

axes addressable 0-800).

The offset viewing area is 223 x 800 as

shown.
The main viewing area is normally used —

offset turned off.

Thus the software screen origin corresponds with the hardware origin —
(0,0) at lower left hand corner.

If the offset option is turned on,

the software origin is set to (800,0), and all coordinates are posi
tioned relative to that origin.
Another decision was for the software to do its own windowing.
Some form of windowing is essential, or wrap-around would occur on the
screen if an attempt was made to draw outside the screen.

If, for ex

ample, an object is drawn too far to the right, it would immediately
appear on the left side of the screen.

This tends to garble the plot

significantly, and is therefore highly undesirable.

The simplest solu

tion to this problem is to blank (not plot) any lines which have either
endpoint off the viewing area [Figure B.2(a)].

a.

Blanking
F i g . B.2.

b.

This is the scheme used

Clipping

Windowing Schemes
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by the VT15 hardware»

However9 it has the disadvantage of leaving

plots looking ragged near the edges.

Also, it is often not possible

to know if or where blanking has occurred.

A much better solution to

this problem and the one chosen for the software package is that of
clipping [Figure B.2(b)].

When clipping, only the visible portion of

a line that lies partially on the viewing area will be displayed.
Thus, if a virtual plot extends past the edge of the screen, the acutal
plot will always run to the edge of the screen giving a neat "clipped"
appearance.

The major disadvantage of clipping is that it is rather

involved (see Figure B.3), and is therefore more time consuming than
blanking.

Subroutine Entry Points
The entry points in the package are designed to be called from
a regular FORTRAN program.

The entry point names, their FORTRAN call

forms, and their functions are described below.
DINIT

CALL DINIT

This routine initializes location pointers in the plot package,
sets offset and dash parameters to 0 , clears the screen, changes the
terminal to graphics mode, and does a SETPT (seebelow) to (0,0) —
main viewing area.
OFFSET

CALL OFFSET (I)

IF 1=1, all subsequent plotting will be on the right side (off
set section of the screen.
If 1=0, all subsequent plotting will be on the main viewing
area.

START

P Y :0

PX: 0

XINT=XT
YINT=YT

P Y :EY

PX:EX

EX: 0

PY>0

PX>0

EX>0
XINT=XMAX

XINT=XMAX
XINT=XMIN

XINT=X>!IN

XINT=CX+

(YINT-CY)* (XT-CX)
(YT-CY)

YINT=CY+

(XINT-CX)* (YT-CY)
(XT-CX)

(XINT-CX)* (YT-CY)
(XT-CX)

YINTsYMAX

E Y :0

DRAW INVISIBLE
LINE TO
(XINT,YINT)

EY>0
YINT=YMAX
YINT=YMIN

XINT=CX+

(YINT-CY)* (XT-CX)
(YT-CY)

x
DRAW VISIBLE
LINE TO
(XINT,YINT)

CX=XT
CY=YT
PX=EX
PY=EY

RETURN

Fig. B.3.

Flowchart for Line-Clipping Algorithm

Variable List:
XT
YT

Coordinates of endpoint
line to be drawn.

of

EX
EY

Off screen indicator for endpoint of line (XT,YT).
Values
have the same meaning for PX,
PY.

CX
CY

Current beam position coordinates — may be on or off
the screen.

PX

Off screen indicator for cur
rent position x coordinate:
-1 off left
0 on screen
+1 off right

XINT

Coordinates of line intersec
tion with screen edge.

Off screen indicator for cur
rent position y coordinate:
-1 off bottom
0 on screen
+1 off top

XMIN
XMAX
YMIN
YMAX

Minimum and maximum coordinates
on screen — defines screen
edges.

PY

Note:

All variables are integer.
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When offset parameters are changed, the current beam position
is reset to its same coordinates in the new viewing area.

For example,

if the beam position is at (100,523) in the main viewing area, and the
offset is changed to a 1, OFFSET does a SETP-T (see below) to coordi
nates (100,523) of the offset area, or (900,523) absolute screen coor
dinates.
DASH

CALL DASH (I)

I may be 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Currently this routine is inactive.

The package presently plots only solid lines.
SETPT

CALL SETPT (IX,IY)

The SETPT routine is used to initialize the beam position be
fore plotting.

It sets the position to coordinates

are within the viewing area in use.

(IX,IY) if they

If IX or IY exceed the allowable

limits, the beam position is not changed.

The coordinates are stored

for use in windowing the next line.
LINE
Relative line

CALL LINE (IX, I Y ,INT)
plotting routine.

It plots a line IX units

the right and IY units up from the current beam position.

to

If INT-1

the line is plotted visibly, if it is 0, the line is invisible.

All

lines are windowed as described in the initial program description.
The endpoint of the line is always stored for later windowing.
LINA
Absolute line
rent

CALL LINA (IX,IY,INT)
plotting routine.

beam position to point (IX,IY).

It plots a line from the

cur

As in LINE, the line is visible

if INT=1, and invisible if it is 0, and the

lines are windowed.

TEXT

CALL TEXT (TXT,N)

Plots N characters from variable location TXT (if N is greater
than 5, TXT must be an arrays and TXT should be replaced by T X T (1) in
the call).

The lower left corner of the first character is at the cur

rent beam position..

The beam position is updated 14 raster units to

the right for each character plotted (each character is 10 x 14 raster
units in size with 4 unit spacing between characters).
WAIT

'

CALL WAIT

Used in place of PAUSE when a delay during plotting is desired9
since PAUSE produces unwanted plotting on the screen.

CTRL P exits

from WAIT the same as from PAUSE.
HOME

CALL HOME

HOME returns the 4010 to alphanumeric mode and positions the
cursor at the upper left hand c o m e r of the screen.
the screen.

It does not erase

This subroutine is the normal method to exit from the

plotting procedure so as to continue other input/output.

APPENDIX C

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETRIC GRID GENERATION

Two of the grid types utilized in the GIFTS system —
and CGRID —

PGRID

are generated using parametric function distribution tech

niques on rectangular surfaces (see Zienkiewicz, 1971, pp. 103-111).
With this technique a function is assumed to exist on a flat rectangu
lar surface as in Figure C.l.

For simplicity, normalized coordinates

are used on the rectangular surface, varying between plus and minus
one in both directions.

The values of any function, (j>, to be interpo

lated, are specified at certain points around the boundary, and some
times the inside of the rectangle.
i

n=l
n ,
- r
* s,
i—i
i
it
UJ'

s=l
n=-l

x
Fig. C.l.

c

Parametric Function Distribution Scheme

Enough nodes are always placed around the boundaries to pro
duce a unique fit consistent with the interpolation order.

For in

stance, in the example of Figure C.l, <j> would be cubic in £ and linear
in n, since the four points along the top and bottom boundaries will
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produce a unique cubic curve, and the two points on the left and right
will only produce a unique linear distribution.
Functions N. of the coordinates are then chosen for each node,
i
These functions have the properties that FL = 1 at node i and is equal
to zero at all other nodes, and that the order of the functions in each
of the coordinates is the same as

that assumed for the function <$>

(e.g., linear in n and cubic in £ in Figure C.l) .
any point in the rectangle is then given by cj) = N

The value of <|> at
e

'
e
where cj) contains

the value of <j) at each of the nodes.
In order to apply the above technique to the generation of in
ternal nodes of a three-dimensional four-sided grid of arbitrary shape,
the process is essentially applied three times, using each of the coor
dinates of the nodes as the function <j) in turn.

The values of £ and r\

are divided into (1+k) equal.segments, where k is

the number of inter

nal nodes on the side of the grid along which the coordinate in ques
tion varies.

The values of the coordinates are computed for each

resulting (g,n) pair —

which corresponds to one internal node.

Serendipity Family (PGRID)
There are two parametric grid types utilized by the GIFTS pro
gram package.

Both have quadratic coordinate distribution along both
\

axes.

The first of these is ofthe Serendipity

Zienkiewicz.

It utilizes the four corner

family, as coined by

nodes and a node at the mid

point of each side, as is shown

in Figure C.2.

The figure also shows

the axis orientation given when

the grids are generated by

BULKM.This

parametric representation is utilized for all grids generated by the
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PGRID command.

Its results are similar to those generated by the re

laxation scheme used by RGRID (see Chapter 5) if the curvatures of the
boundary lines are small.
NAME3

NAME2 6

8 NAME4

NAME1
Fig, C.2,

Quadratic Parametric Grid of the Serendipity
Family as used by PGRID

The coordinate functions fh associated with the nodes are:
- 4 (CtI) (n-1 )(C+n+1 )
-

11

N1

N3 =
N4 =
II

izT

N6 =
Ny ■
N8 -

i (C+l) (n-l).(-£+-n+l)
%(S-l)(n+l)(S-n+l)
i (5+1)(n+1)(5+n-l)
i(n-1) (5^-1)
i(5-l)(n^-l)
i(n+1) (1-5^)
i (5+1)(1-n2)

Certain problems arise when actually using this scheme for the
generation of internal nodes of a grid.

The corner nodes of the para

metric grid always correspond with the corner nodes of the actual grid,
their coordinates are used in the generation of internal nodal coordi
nates.

For the midside nodes of the parametric grid, however, such a

correspondence does not always occur.

For those cases where there are

an odd number of internal nodes on any side of the actual grid, the
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center node Is used for the generation of the internal grid nodes.

If,

on the other hand, there are an even number of nodes on the side, there
is no correspondence between actual grid nodes and midside nodes of the
parametric grid.

Using one of the two central nodes of the side would

result in undesirable biasing of the internal grid nodes.

Therefore

the average values of the coordinates of the two central nodes is used
instead.
Although it would seem that this would produce some problems,
particularly with highly curved sides, it doesn’t seem to produce noticable ill effects, possibly because the curved boundaries are circu
lar and the internal node distributions are parabolic, and any
deleterious effects simply do n ’t show.

Lagrangian Family (CGRID)
A very serious shortcoming of the grids generated by the RGRID
(see Chapter 5) ..and PGRID commands is that they always tend toward a
flat internal node distribution.

They cannot be made to bulge in any

way, and therefore do not lend themselves to the modelling of any
rounded surfaces, such as a sphere.

To overcome this shortening, a

quadratic parametric grid of the Lagrangian family (Figure C.3) was in
troduced, generated by the command CGRID.
shape functions are so-named because

This family of parametric

the nodal functions are made up

of the product of Lagrange polynomials in each coordinate.

The layout

for the quadratic parametric grid of the Lagrane family is identical to
that of the Serendipity family with the addition of a central node.
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NAMES
7

NAME 2

NAME 4

NAME!
Fig, C.3.

.

^

■

Quadratic Parametric Grid of the Lagrangian
Family as used by CGRID

The coordinate functions associated with the nine nodes are:
n1 =

i5a-l)n(n-l)

n2 =

U(?+l)n(n-D

3 =

iS(S-l)n(n+l)

n

N,

•

.

U(C+Dn(n+l)

n5

= -i(C-l)(C+l)n(n-l)

n6

= -K(£-l) (n+l)(n-l)

N ? = -K5+l)(C-l)n(n+l)

N 8 = — i-5(5+l) (n+l) (n-1)
n9 =

(5+1) (C - D ( o + D (n-1 )

The coordinates associated with each of the boundary nodes are
chosen in the same way as for the quadratic parametric grid of the
Serendipity family.

The coordinates for the center node (number 9),

through which the grid must pass, are taken from the additional master
node that is included as an argument in the CGRID call (see Chapter 5).

APPENDIX D

CHOLESKY MATRIX DECOMPOSITION

The GIFTS system uses a solution procedure based upon the
Cholesky matrix decomposition* which is a method for decomposing the
symmetric stiffness matrix K into an upper triangular matrix T_ and a
diagonal matrix D:
K = T^D T
The matrix _T has a unit diagonal, and hence, need not be stored.
space is used instead to store the matrix 33.

This

Due to the method of gen

eration of the matrices D and T\ the same storage area may be used to
store the stiffness matrix both before and after decomposition.

During

stiffness assembly, the GIFTS system provides for the additional s t o r - .
age requirement in the stiffness directory file (JOB, SDY) and the
stiffness matrix file (JOB, STF) due to submatrix propagation during
decomposition.
Since the GIFTS system stores the stiffness matrix as a set of
submatrices associated with a single node to node interaction, the
normal Cholesky decomposition procedure was generalized to work on
submatrices.

In the generalized equation, the diagonal submatrices

of the supermatrix P are unit matrices.
trix D may still be stored in T_.

Hence, the diagonal superma

From an expanded equation:
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it can be seen that:
K.
= I
— 11
— 11 — 11 — 11
and hence

2.
11- A i

To find T ^2 note that:
-12

-11 2-u li2

and therefore:

hi
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Moving to the second row of K,
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I
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and

— 22

-22

-12 -11 -12

For the off-diagonal terms,

-23

— 12 -11 -13 + -22 — 22 — 23

so that

-23

-22 [-23

-12 -11 - 13 ^

Generally,

-21

—12 -11 —11 + —22 -22 -21

In completely general form, the diagonal terms are given by
5*1 - S u

- A
4i
k=l

5kk 5ki

and the off-diagonal terms by:
- 2 1 - [K.j -

% k %j]

This procedure is programmed in the original GIFTS decomposition rou
tine according to the flowchart in Figure D »1,

(

START )
±
NR=1
zznz
Read record NR of stiffness direc
tory to obtain NS,IFA,IM + array LC

N=1

N=N+1

NC=LC(N)

— 1 ,NC

-1,1 — 1 ,NC

NR=NR+1

Read record NR of stiffness direc
tory to obtain N S ,IFA,IM + array LC

N=0

N=N+1

NC=LC(N)

M=M+1

Read record M of stiffness directory
to obtain NSQ,IFAQ,IMQ + array LQ

&R,NC

^NR,NC

^M,NR

^M,NC

G H D

N=N+1

NC=LC(N)

%R,NC

Fig. D.l.

% R , N R ^NR,NC

Flowchart of Program DECOM

APPENDIX E

PROGRAMMED EXAMPLES

Two example problems were run to demonstrate the use of the
GIFTS system.

They are presented here.

The scheme followed is to

provide a brief description of the problem followed by the computer
output from the programs.

Comments are provided in the output to ex

plain the program steps.

A Bending Beam
The first problem, chosen for its simplicity, is that of a
beam in bending (Fig. E.l).

The beam is 110" long, 10" wide , 0.2"

thick and has simply supported ends.

Two loading cases were consid

ered; a distributed load of 0.01 lb. per square inch (0.1 lb./in. of
beam length) as in F i g . E.la, and one with applied moments of 20 i n .lb. at each end as in F i g . E.lb.

t

I—

f

—

— y Y'"- —

—

—

j

•"-/*.

X

C r ~ —

”—

flO.v-

a.

iojsM.

110in.-------- *1

Distributed Pressure Load
Fig. E.l.

b.

Moment Loads at Ends

Beam in Bending

Since the beam and its loading, in both cases, are doubly sym
metric, only a quarter of it is modelled.
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Fig. E .2 shows the location

126

L24
V

2
-

LIZ
0. ,1

L34..

10 .

Fig. E.2.

/
VI Vi

Z°.

L\z

30 .

HO.

.3,

SO.

Scheme Used for Generation of Beams with BULKM

of key nodes, lines and grids used to generate the beam with BULKM.
TRIB3 elements were used to generate the beam, and the material was
left as the default of aluminum.
lows .

Output from the computer runs fol

BULKM V2A
BULKM starts.

TYPE JOB NAME
TEST
JOB TEST NOT FOUND.

Job name given as TEST.

FILE INITIALIZED*

*■'

EFROP 05
>

@801
*2 O

Material thickness parameter
number 1 defined as 0 .2 .

•"

a

Key nodes defined,

e

@002
0

5.
0003
55 *

SLINE
L 12
0001
**
■113

0002

0001

Straight lines defined.
L12 and L34 have
one internal node, LI3 and L24 have 10
internal nodes.

128
124

0002 0004 0010
sk"-

TB3

Surface element type set to TRIB3 with
material type 1 .and thickness pointer 1 .

>

0001 0 0 0 !

PGRID
>
61

Grid Gl generated.

112
113

134
124

QUIT
STOP

BULKM run terminated.

000000

EDITM starts.
Job name TEST given.

Point numbers activated for plot.
Elements activated for plot.
Plot produced (Fig. E .3)
Viewing direction set to 10,3,7.

0010 0003 0007
# T
Viewing distance changed to 50 inches.

Plot (Fig. E .4) produced.
Point numbers deactivated.
Element numbers activated.
Another plot (Fig. E .5) produced.

34

23

24

25

2F.

27

22

22

7A

71

72

4N >
J> s

36
22

iV s . 2 k b ^

—

35

VIEW DIR.;

e

e

i

VIEWING DfSY~
1.000E+50
PLOT LIMITS
"

e

.

5 500E+01
0 .0 0 0 E + 5 F

5 .0OOE+08

MODEL
V

;

4.000E+-00

MODEL
Fig. E.3.

Beam Model with Point Numbers

0 .0 0 0 E + 0!F
8 .0 U U & + 0 0

16.82.23

30

36

PLOT LIMITS
‘

0 .0 0 0 & + #

5.560E+81

MODEL

MODEL
Fig. E.4.

Beam Model from a Different Viewing Direction with
Perspective and Point Numbers

40

43
44
42

VIEW DIR. =
10
3
7
VIEWING OlsT
5.60OE+O1
PLOT LIMITS
v

•'
MODEL

F e eeE+W

5 500E+01
0.000E+00
5.000E+00
0 .'0 # E + 0 f

0.000E+0U

e— L-x

MODEL

3.088E+00
Fig. E.5.

Beam Model with Element Numbers

w
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*
801T

.

EDITH

terminated.

80LKLB VIA

TYPE JOB NAME
BULKLB
TEST
NUMBER ■OF L0ABIS8 CASES.?:
0002
:*

starts.

Number of loading cases
set to 2 .

.

SUPRS 06
s>
61'.

*

Rotational freedom about the z axis is
suppressed for the entire model, because
the elements cannot support it.

.

SUPRL 05
L34

SURRL 04
■>

LI3
s>

Rotational freedom about y axis sup
pressed in line L34 — symmetry
condition.

Rotational freedom about x axis sup
pressed in line L13 — symmetry
condition.

SUPRL 03
LIS

Freedom in z direction suppressed in
line 112 for simple supports.

*

SUPRL 02
■LIS

Freedom in y direction suppressed in
line 113 — symmetry condition.

>
S{C

SUPRL 0!

U2
>

L34
>'■: ■

Freedom in x direction suppressed in
line 112 for simple supports and in
line 134 for symmetry.

133

SUPRP 02
>

Freedom in y direction for key node 1
suppressed.
This was unnecessary9 since
it was suppressed along with all the
other nodes of line 113.

Introduce distributed load of 0.01
Ib./sq. in,,(negative z direction) on
beam.

Change to second loading case.

Place distributed moment load of 2.0
in.-lb. on line 112.
Total load is
10 in.-lb.5 since only half of the b e a m ’s
width is modelled.

Terminate BU1K1B execution.

STOP

000000

EDITLB V2A
EDIT1B begins, ;■

Print information about all nodes
(Fig. E.6). Note that printout stops at
the maximum point number if more are ~
requested
Set viewing direction for plot to

080a 8804 0002

( 1 , 4 , 2).

134

iU

NS

1
2
3
4
5
S
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
£4
25
25
27
28
29
30
-31
32
33
34
35
35

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
14
15
15
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
•24
25
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35

y
X
Z
5<,080E>0-0 2,5005+00 0 ©000E-8 i
1*00054-8! 2,5005+00 0*0005-01
1 *50054-0! 2,5005+88 0,0005-01
2 o 008E4-01 2,5835+00" 0,0005-01
2»508E4-S1 2,5005+00 0-6000 £-01
3*0005+01 2,5085+00 ©60005-01
3,5805+01 2 ©500E+03 0 »0O0 E-01
4*0305+01 2 ©5 005+00 0*0005-01
4,5805+01 2,5085+03 06 0005-01
5 00005+0! .2*5005+30 0,8002-31
0,0805-01 2,5005+00 0,0005-81
5 «,000E+00 0,8005-01
0,0005-0!
lo@805+01
0 O000E-01
0*0335-01
0 O000E+0 : 0©000E-8!
1 •5625+01
S,0005-01
2,0005+01
0 *0002-0 !
2,5085+8!
8,0035-01
0.090E+0!
3,0005+81
0,800E>01
0,6085-01
3,5005+0! .0,-303 £-01 .0,0805-01
4©0005+01
0©000E»01 .@»630E-01 .
4,5005+01. 060805-01
0 e0SSE”01
5 ©083E+0!
0 .00SS-01 0,8335-01
5,5005+0:
2,5 805+83 0,0305-0!
5,0085+00 5,©085+00 - 0,3805-3!
5*8005+00 8,0005-01
U0S2E+01
1 ,5005+01 5,8805+00 0©0305-81
2,0005+81
5,0805+80. •0,8085-01
2,5835+01
5,0005+00 8,0005-01
3,3005+01
5 ©0805+00 0 *0002- 0 !
3,5005+31
5,0685+80 8,8805-81 .
4,0805+31
5,0835+03 0,0002-31
4,5885+0!
5,0005+08 0*0002-81
5,0805+0!
5,0035+03 060002- 0 !
0,0085-01
0©0035-01
0,0.805-01
0*008E"31
5©0085+00 0,0005-01
5*5005+0:
0©0S3E-0:
8,8805-01
5o500E+01
5©030E+00 060002- 0 !

Fig. E.6 .

MFP
MFU
SM
0 111 110
000082-01
000002- 01- ' 0 111110
0 *0002-01
0 111110
000002- 8 !
0 111110
0 111110
0,0005-01
0 111110
0,0805-01
0 *0002-0 :
0 111110
0 *0002-0 :
.0 111110
0 111110
0.0005-01
0 111110
060082-81
0 . 010110
So00SE-31
0 101010
0*0082-01
060002-01
0 101010
060082-81
0 101010
0 101010
8©080E-01
0 301010
0 ,0002-01 .
0 101010
060802-81
0*0082-81
0 101010
0 101810
0 *0002-01 .
0*8802-01
0 1S1013
0 101010
0 a000E-0 !
060002- 0 !
0 011100
0 111110
060002-0 !
0©083E-8!
0 111110
060002-01
0 111110
S 311110
000802-81
.0 111110
0,0802-01
000002- 0 !
0 111110
000002-01
0 . 111110
8 111110
0*8002-01
0 *0002-01
0 .111110
0*0032-81
0 1111!0
8*0802-01
S' 000810
0 010110
000832-81
000002-01
• 0 001080
000002-01
0 011100

Point Information Output from EDITLB

Specify element plot.
Plot (Fig. E .7).
Specify boundary plot.

Plot produced (Fig. E .8).

QUIT
STOP

EDITED terminated.

000000

OPTIM VIA
JOB NAME (A5)

-

TEST
STARTING NODE
0011

NO © OF NODES
36 '
.NO©. OF ELEMENTS
44
HBW

162
36
STOP

Bandwidth optimization routine.

BEFORE AND AFTER
■
CORNER POINTS

IS
:

32
5

36
6

0
0

@@0000

Stiffness assembly.

TYPE JOB NAME
TEST
STIFFNESS ASSEMBLY TIME
STOP -000000

S$2?0e

LOADING CASE 1

LOAD

VIEW DIR.'

PLOT LIMITS
'

0 .OOyE+Hi?

5.50OE+01

MODEL
JOB
LOAD:
Fig. E.7.

Model Plots Showing Distributed Pressure Loads

TEST

LOADING CASE 1

LOAD

VIEW DIR.^
UIENIN<i blSt.
1.08WE+20
PLOT LIMIT
MODEL

LOAD:
Model Boundary Plot Showing Distributed Pressure Loads

137

Fig. E.8.

138

DEGOM V3A
Stiffness matrix decompositiona

ww
I

NSM

TIME
08 l®9
08- 6o6

VHB

6
I
6
a
Z'
5:
3
3
64
4
s.5
5
6
€
4
4
7
S
S'
5
'84
6
$
IS
.
4
S
4
5
II
12
4
5
4' 4
■IS
S
14 ■ ' 4
4
S'
15
4
5
IS
4
17 ■ 4
.
4
4
18
4
4
1$
4
5
as

0t 11*0

08 13.5
08 15.6
08 15..4
08 12.9
0 s 11 ©a

'

08 I0®8
08 So5

.

21

22
■23
24
25

as

27
28
29
30
:3132
33
34

35
36

■ 4
4
4:
4
4

S
4
4
5
4
4
5
'4
3
a
i

.08 10.1
08 10.9

.

08 9®S
08 9 ©7
08 8®4
@8 7.5
08• S®S
08 8.7
08 8*6
08

8 ©6

4
4.
4

08 7@S

4

08 7©5

08 7.2
is 7.5

08 7©3
4
4
@S 7®S
;4
08 8.6
•4 " 08 8 0 S
4
08 9©0
S
08 9 ©8
@S .8.4
4
4
08 8®9
S
0S 9.7:
08 g©0
4
.0 S 6©9
4
08 4.4
5
.

NSM = number of submatrices
in the row.
VHB = vertical half bandwidth.
TIME = time required to com
pute D and T submatrices
(see Chapter 4) for the
row.

Deflection computation.

Stress computation.

RESULT display program starts.

Viewing direction set to (0,-l,0).

Element plot specified.

Plot (Fig. E e9) produced.

Deflections scaled up by 5.

New plot

(Fig. E.10) produced.

Viewing direction changed to :
permit viewing of elements and
another plot (Fig. E .11) pro
duced .

LOADING CAGE 1

VIEW DIR.:
U

- 1 ___ 0

VIEWING d I s T "
1.00OE+50
PLOT LIMITS
' 0 .G O 0 E + 0 iJ
1 5 5O0E+01
0 .WO0E+00
DEFL

MODEL
L

x

4.000E+00

DEFLECT IONS

-X
3 0 0 0 E +00

Fig. E.9. Deflection of Simply Supported Beam
(edge on) under Distributed Load

5.00OE+O0

"

O TOO&E+Ocf
0 .0OOE+80
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LOADING CASE 1

VIEW DIR.:
0

-1

0

VIEWING blsiT
1.O00E+50
plot

MODEL

DEFLECTIONS
Fig. E.10.

6 000E-01

Scaled Up Deflections of Beam Under Distributed Load

l im it

:-

LOADING CASE 1

VIEW D I R . :
0 -3.8
3
VIEWING'DISfT

1 . 0 8 8 E + jr0
PLOT LIMITS
‘
G . O 8 0 t +-0i5

,
DEFL

MODEL
L

X
4.00OE+00

DEFLECTIONS

6.600E-01

Fig. E.11. Deflection of Beam Under Distributed
Load with Model Rotated to Show Elements

?

5.500E+QI
0.8O0E+00

5 . O88E+00
6 .OOuE+Oo'

G .G8GE+00
joe^ J e s t
02/22/74
22.O S .42

Loading case 2 specified and
plotted (Fig. E.12)

Obtain extreme'values of stress.

•Set stress ranges for a Von-Mises
stress plot.

LOADING CASE 2

JEW DIR.:
0 -IQ
3
VIEWIN' D i s T .
1.QQQE+ jM
PLOT LIMITS
0 .0 0 0 E + 0 0

5.580E+W1
rr
V

MODEL
L

DEFL

X

4.GO0E+O0
Fig. E.12.

DEFLECTIONS

L

9 . 0 0 0 E -02

0.O0QE+00
5.000E+00
o .U 0 0 E + Q 3

0.000E+0G
JOB: TEST
02/22/74
22.Q9.41

Deflections of Simply Supported Beam with Concentrated
Moment Loading at Ends, Showing Elements

145
s-

282*409254*16
282*40
.

£»

Set Von-Mises stress plot switch.

Reset deflection scale to unity,

Change viewing direction to '(0,0,1) —
down the z axis,

Plot of stresses (Fig, E 013).,

Change back to first loading case.

STM IN s
STMAX s

0,000E~01
2e0B?E^@3

Obtain extreme stress values for this
loading case.

RANGE
>

0

-

20S©0 .
>
I2 0 9 ©0 '
4 S S 00 *■
3>
2

41 B©0
3
627*8
g36&0
>

Set stress ranges.

LOADING CASE 2

STRESS RANGES
I?

m

n

\

U

W

M

i

m

u

l:SliS
m
VI
■VwCi

%

vs
> 2 w

2:252E+02

VS''
"SsO

m

> 3

j>*?\
S f 3 ^> h> r

lilltl!

VIEW DIR. =
0

0

1

V1EI-UNG DI-ST
1 .0 0 0 E 4 5 0

PLOT LIMITS
" 0 ."&0 0 E > § f
• 5 508E+01
O.OOOEK im
Y
5.000E+00
OF.FL

MODEL
V

y .0 # E + #
u uuuE+oO

DEFL. AND STRESSES

4.000E+0 O

Von Mises Stress Levels in Simply Supported Beam
with Concentrated Moment Loads at Ends

146

Fig. E.13.

5.QQ0E-Q1

JOB: TEST
02/22/74
CC .C.J 16

147

4
g56©0

i045 a'
s>
5 .
104 5 e-

•1254®..'

Plot (Fig.

E. 14) .

List deflections for loading case 1
(Fig. E .15).

0001 100
.*'.

LCASI
0002
List deflections for loading case 2
(Fig. E .16).

STOP

000000

LOADING CASE 1

STRESS RANGES
0
1

5 : « §

2

t

3

s :ilil+il

m

i

m

m

m

i m t u

£

0s

>< <5X <¥
..

v
p

.

o\.

LIsoE+el
VIEW DIR.:
0

0

1

VIEWING piST.
1.00QE+50
PLOT LIMITS
;—

5.50OE+01

f
V

4.800E+60

tr

DEFL

MODEL
6-

8 .ODOE^'Dy
0 .0 0 0 EH-O0

0.000E+00
JOB TEST
DEFL

AND STRESSES

3 . 0 0 O E + 0 C1

Fig. E.14. Von Mises Stress Distribution in a Simply
Supported Beam with Distributed Loading
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NP
' U
' I ■0 »000E-01
2 • 0 *000E«?01

3

0*000E*01

4
5
6

0o000'E®01

0.00aE®01
0e000E»01

THX
1
•3 .8 9 7 E -0 I -2 * 8 6 2 2 = 0 4
0®000E*01 •7.70KE-B1 »5*329E-34
0 .0002*01 »1*23314-00 - 9 .0 0 4 E - 0 4
0.8002*01 »I ©471E4-00 - S .8 0 5 E - 0 4
0 .0002*01 >I«778E4-6B — S oSSSE-So
0 e000E»01

0 O000E*81
■0o080E*01
000002*01
0 O000E®01
0o00#E»0|r '000002*01"
: S0 0„.8302~81 8 0 0032*81
0.0032*0:
n
0 O008E“ 01
S2 0.0082-0% 000002=01
33 0.080E-0I
0.0802=0!
14 0»e2SE*0S 0.0081*0%
-15 "■ 0.608E»0l 0.008E-01
l€ 0,8G8E*»0I 0 e000E=0 !
■
17 8.0S8E-01
0 *0002- 0 :
18 0»@08E*01 0 .0 8 8 E * 0 i
0*8802-01
!$> 8«0g8E-0l
20 e.eggE-ei @<,8802*31
21 0 o000E*SI' 0«S0SE«.0i
82 0.8S0E-01 0 *©0® £*>81
25 @ eS06E«81 0 o808E=gi
24 0.008E-01 B.800E-01
25 090002=01 0 *0002* 8 !
0*8602-0!
26 0 *0002=01
27 0 .0202*01 8«,000E“ 01
8.-000E-01
0 og00E=>Sl
0*000E-0i -0.88SE*ei
30 0.000E -81 0.e30E»01
31 8 .0002*0 % 0 o000E*01
32 0*8802*01 0 .0 8 8 E - 0 !
33 0 d0@0E*01 000802— 0 %
34 0«0S8E®'01 0 *0002=0:
55 8*080E*81. 0*0802=0!
36 - 0.0005*01 0 .0 0 0 E -B j

.

7 • ■0 .000E-01

II

Fig. E.15.

>2*84BE4-00
»2e,27SE+£8
?2 ,4572*00
»2o5g9E4-g0
’S»6S9£*00
8 S088E=0!
=5sS94E=01
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»I.13SE*80
»1.4742*00
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•2«053E4>00.
•2.281E+00
■>2o464E*g0
'2.595E+00
-2,S74E*00

0.000E -8I
0.088E-01
-2*6822*0®

»2«700E*00

- 10258E-03

- 1 .4 46 E -0 3
- 1 .S 2 0 E - 0 3
= l062,!£-65

THY
!
THZ
7 . 7 2 3 E®02 0*000E-01
7 . 442 E -02 0*000£~0 i
7*0:82=02

0,008.E-01

6o4S7E-g2 0 O000E-01
5 * 8 0 22 -02 0.080E-01
4*996E-62 0 *0e0 E-0 i
4 .1 BSE-02 0.S08E-0!
3 .1 2 3 E -0 2 0.800£-01
2 .0 6 6 E -0 2 " 0*800E'»8i:
1.0 0 1 E -0 2 0.B0BE-01

• I.567E -032«I51E -8S 7*825£-02 0 sgOoE»01
0.0002-0% 7*7342-02 0.S00B-0I
0.0S0E -01 7 . 4 7 1 E-02 0.030E--01
0.0302-0% 7.S25E -S2 0 .0202-01
0.B 00E -0I 6 .4 2 8 E -0 2 0.800E-81
0 .0 0 0 1 -0 1 ■5.793E-02 0 .000E-0 i
0*0082=01 5* 94 6 2 -0 2 S.BSSE-Si
0.002E -01 4ol6!E-62 0.000E-31
0.0G0E-01 3.190E -B 2 8,0iBE-0 i
8 .0 0 8 5 -0 1 2,16SE~B2 0 ,0002-01
I * I 0 4 E -02 0.03S32-01
0 .00 0E -81
-1 ,4 .7 IE-03 0.0 0 0 E -0 1 0.00SE-01
=$@8542=04 7 .7 5 6 E -0 2 0.0B0E-0i"
• I . 0 9 5 E - 0 3 7, 49 BE-02 0.060E-0I
- I . 609E*83 7.0SSE-B2 ■ 0.03££-01
-!*53gE-S3
6.4S2EfB2 0.000E-01
• 2 .1 7 2 E - 0 3 3® 763 £-02 0,S0SE-@E
- 2 , 5 3 9 2 - 0 3 4 .9 5 3 E -02 8.000E-01
-2e@40£-03 4 o064E-02 S^BfiSE-Sl
-5,71 IE -03 3*13 7£-02 0.0S0E-BI
®3oS&4E-03. 2 .1 6 9 E - 0 2 0.080E-S1
-3 .1 9 8 E -0 3 ’- 1.09.7E-02 0 .000E-01
■ S o s e s s - s ! . 7 . 8 2 2 E-82 0.000E-01
•S.S oS E -S S 7*g45E=g2 0 0802-01
0 .0 S 0 E -0 I 0.0088-0% 0 O000E-21
- 2 . 8 : 9 2 - 0 3 0.00 0E -01 - 0 *0002=0 :

.

Beam Deflection for Loading Case 1, Output by RESULT
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MP ,
U.
V
W
THX
1
THY
"
THZ
1 0»000£«SI 0«.000.E»0l. ®7*3$SE»02 -1 .4 0 9 2 = 0 4 1*4062-02 0 .0 0 8 E -0 I
2 0®000E-0i'. 0,000E -01 •1«410E»01 =1*9582=04 1 .2 6 5 2 -6 2 0* 6 8 0 2 -0 1
3 0e000E»01• 0e000® »0t. « 2 * 0 iIE » 0 | -2.*492£-04 l* !2 7 E -e 2 .0*0092-01
4 0oG08E:-0Z 0w8@0E»0$ «2»S4IE®0i -1 * 5252-04 9*9492-03 0*0082-0!
’ 5 ■ 0*6002^0! ®.eg8iE -0S •3®8S2£»Si - I *9522-04 8*5472-83 0.BS0E-01
6 060005-01 '0*8005-01 -3*3S3E»®I -2*1.602-04 7*1202=03 0*0002-01
7 0*0005-01 0*00gE -0i -3 » 7 !4 E -0 I -2*2372=04 5*7052-83 0*0802-01
5 0.0008*01 • 0.0005*01 *-3.963E»Sl -2*6472=04 4 .2 5 2 E -0 3 0*6682-01
9". 0e000£-01 0 .8 8 0 E -0 1 »4*I42E»01 -2*2552=84 2.7722=03 0 ,8 0 3 2 -0 1
18 -.0*0805-01 0 .0 0 0 E -S I •4»24SE»®i =2*1232=04 .1.3322= 03 0 .0 2 0 E -0 1 '
11 '0*0005-01. '• 0.00SE -01 0e-0SSE»0i 1*1302-05 1*5482-02 8*8002=01
12 0*0802*01 0*0082^01 -teS fg E -S B O.BSSE-Si i .4152=82 0*0082-0!
13 6*6002-01 0*8002-01 » I *4082*81 0*6052=01 1*2772-02 . 0 * 0 802-0!
14 0.O 00S-81 0 * 0 0 0 2 -81•-2*0082-0 1 0*6002=61 1*1302=02 0*8002-01
.15- 0 .0 0 0 2 -0 1 ' . 0*0002*81 -2*9392-6 1 0*6632=01• 9,8252=03 • 0 ,0 0 0 2 -0 1
, IS 0*0002-01,. 0 *0002-01 -2*9992-01 6*0602=01 8.5352=03' 8.0002-01
- I ? 0*0002-01 0 .0 8 0 2 -6 ! -3*3932-01 0*0062=01 7*2032=03 0 .0 8 6 2 -8 1
IB 0*0082-01 8*6282-81 -3 .7 1 1 2 -8 1 0^6002-81 5*7962-83 . 0.00G E-0!
19 0*6802-0-! 8*8682-0! -3»9S0E-63 0*0602=91 4*3562=03 0*0002=0!'
23- a.S58£E-01 0»OSS£-01 -4*1392= 0! 8*0002=61 2*9152-83. 0*0352-61
.21 0*0862-01 0*6002-01 -4*2452-0.1 0,088.2-01 1*4712=03 .0,6082-51
22 0*6802-81 6 * 0 0 0 2 -0 1 .-4 *2522-81 -1 ,9 7 9 2 = 8 4 6*8832-81 6*8082*81
23 : 0 .0 0 0 2 -0 1 0*0002-81 -7*4 5 2 2 -0 2 -3*2462=04 1,424£»02 0*6302-0!
24 0*8062-01 0*0602-61 -1 * 4 1 8 2 -0 1 -4*8872=64 1*2802=02 0*0062-01
25 0.080E -01 0*6202=0! -2*0192-01 =4*4952=04. ■ 1.1302=02 0*0882=01
26 • 0*8002-01 0.6082-.01 -2 * 9 4 8 2 -0 1 -3 * 4 8 3 2 -0 4 9.9172=83 0*8602-01
27 " 0 .0 0 0 2 -0 1 - . 6 .0 0 0 2 -0 1 ' -3*0392-01 -4.1-75E-84.- 8*497£-03 @»0SOE»Si
28 . . 0*0062-81 ■ 0*6682-01 -3*403 2 -0 1 •-4*3242=04 7*8362=03 0*0602=01
29 i- 0*6002-81 0*0002-01 -3*7 2 2 2 -0 1 —’4 *4082=04 5*62'SE=@3'- 0*000£«01.
50 0*0002-01 .0*0832-01 -3 * 9 7 3 2 -0 1 -5*3.712=04 4 ,2 6 4 2 -0 3 6 .6 0 3 2 -0 !
31 8*0882-0 ! 8*0802-01 -4*1562=01 -4*4232=04 2*8962=03 0*6302=61
32.: 0*8882-01 0*8082-01 -4 * 2 5 6 2 -0 ! .-4 ,3 1 7 2 -0 4 I .4 5 9 2 -0 3 .0.0002*01
.33 0*0002-01 .0 .0 0 0 2 -0 1 0*0002-01 ' 0*B00E«01 1.5502=02 • 0 .0 6 8 5 -6 1
34 .0*880.2-01 8*0002-81. 8*8032-01 •1 *0 4 7 2 -6 4 ' 1*563£=02' 0.000E-SI
39 0 .0 6 8 2 -0 1 • '0*8002-01 -4 * 2 7 9 2 -8 1 • 0^0002-01 0*0002=0!- 0,0 6 0 2 -6 1
36 0*00SE=0I 0 6 0 0 0 E -S 1 -4 .2 8 9 E -0 I =3*7802-04 6.8802=01 8.6002=01
Fig. E.16.

Beam Deflection for Loading Case 2, Output by RESULT
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. The deflection and stress results for the beam model are plot
ted against the values predicted by beam theory in Figures E.17 and
E.18 for loading case 1 and in Figures E,19 and E,20 for loading case
2.

The deflections in both cases are about 5-6% low, and the stresses

vary from around 5-10% low, which are reasonable results.

Fig. E.17.

Deflection of a Simply Supported Beam Under a Uniform Load

Fig. E.18.

Stresses in a Simply Supported Beam Under a Uniform Load

Deflection of a Simply Supported Beam with Concentrated Moment Loads
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Fig. E.19.

Fig. E.20.

Stresses in a Simply Supported Beam with Concentrated Moment Loads
155
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A Complex Bending Problem
The second problem chosen as an example is a more complex bend
ing problem5 whose shape suggests a section of a tanker hull without
bulkheads

(see Figure E.21)„

The key node positions and line and grid

Fig, E.21» Model Suggesting a
Tanker Hull Section

positions and names used for the generation of the model with BULKM
are shown in Figure E;22e
Because of the amount of data required to generate the model,
the steering file option in BULKM was used.

All of the necessary in

structions for the generation were written into a file named DATA1,
and errors were edited out of it.

The resultant file is listed below,

followed by the outputs from the program runs.
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L09I3

50.

SO.

yets)
U (y in )

66

G7
G9

5

05 7)

2
3

d.

L0516

L56

ZS.

ISIS)

(20 )

(LOHit)

68

W?
N

G10
//2fl)
Iv u y

a
2
u

62

0.

L/2

L03I3
LLOM)

20.

Fig. E.22.

25.

(LOIII)

Generation Scheme for a Complex Bending
Model Using BULKM

0.

BULKM Steering File

EPROP 05
Set element thickness (element
property number 1) to 0 .1".
e

■

o
PT
0 0 @|

Define key points.

159
0010

20 s
24*9

25 o
0011.

0012
■
10.
©•

0019 '

■209
50.

0020
209

2 4 09

0000

SLIME
L12
0001

0 0 0 2 . 0001

L23
0002. 0003' 0001

Generate straight lines.

0012 0013
U4S5
0014 0015
L19S6
0015 0016
LI 718
0017 0 0 IS
11819
0018 0019
125
0002 0005
L58
0005 0008
169
0006 0009
11215
0012 0015
11518
0015 0018
11619
0016 0019

0001
0001
0001
0001
0001
0004
0004
0004
0004
0004
@004

10111

0001 @011 0004
10212

•

0002 0012 0004
10313
0003 0013 0004
10414

10616

\

CARC3
C36
0003 0006-0010 0004
C 13 as
0013 0016 -0020 0004
TB3
0001

0001

RGRI.D
81
L 12 .
10111
LI 112
10212

102 12

11213
10313
el

63
145
10414
11415
10515
U

64

156
1 0 5 15

L:5is
10616.
•el

85
ITS
10717

66

189
10818
11819
10919
01

.87
158
10515
11518
10818
©I

Set surface element type to TRIB3
with material type laand thickness
parameter 1 .

Produce regular grids with accuracy
of 0 .1 .

I'
62
123

11718
108.18
■©1 •

Generate circular arcs.

•

161

162
68

L25
L0212
Li'215

L05I5

L0S16

Generate grid with internal nodes
distributed evenly on straight lines
connecting sides C36 and C1316. The
accuracy parameter (.1) is not used.

L0313
036
CI3I
el

Return control to the teletype,

EMD

Program Outputs

BtlLKM V2A
TYPE JOB
TEST
JOB TEST

BULKM starts.
given.

MOT FOUND9

Job name TEST

FILE INITIALIZED,

# •

STEER .
s>

5

0

PT
SLIME
CARC3

0
0

RGBID
RGRID
EMD

0
1
0

Execute steering file DATA1. Note
that BULKM prints the command
mnemonics encountered on the steer
ing file.

*
Terminate BULKM.

STOP

000000

163

EDITM V3A

EDITH begins.

TYPE JOB NAME
TEST
5f5

VDIR

Set viewing direction to (-1,-2,20).

>
-

-

00% ^002 0020

- #.

VPT
Set viewing distance to 100.

1009-,.
sK-

PLOT

Plot (Fig. E.23) produced.

ELTS

Specify element plot.

PLOT
Produce plot (Fig. E .24).
Change back to boundary plot.

BBS
• *

BOX
5»-"
Set viewing limits to 0.-25. for .
y-direction and model limits for xand z-directions.

0
o

25 *
o
0

-

Activate point numbers for plot.

-PN
❖

-PLOT

Plot (Fig. E.25) produced.

VPT
As the plot did not show the point
numbers very clearly, change the
viewing.distance to 50., the viewing
direction to (-1,0,7), and replot.

50*
r ■&

VDIR
-001, 0000 0007
PLOT

Plot (Fig. E.26) produced.
Terminate execution.

QUIT
STOP

000000

IEM DfS
VIEWING piST.
1 .000E4-02
PLOT LIMITS

MODEL

Fig. E.23.

Boundary Lines Produced by BULKM of Complex Bending Problem

VIEW OIR.'
-1 -2 20
VIEWING DIST.
1.00OE+02
PLOT LIMITS
C
o .000E+6u
2.600E+#1
Y

MODEL

5.006E+01

“

O S e P W

*-

L

4.000E+00

MODEL
Fig. E.24.

Completed Model Produced by BULKM

0. OUOE.fOO

^

2.5O0E+01
JOB: TEST
w

m

t

174
45
139

47

140

43
164
86J

103
P..:

VIEW DIR.:
-1

-2

20

VIEWING DIS

1.000E+0

MODEL
MODEL

Point Number Plot with a Poor Choice for Viewing Direction
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Fig. E.25.

m

174

164

VIEW DIE. =
- 1 0
7
viEwiNu cu s r :

MODEL
1~‘M

■X
.000E+00

MODEL
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Fig. E.26. Plot of Point Numbers in the Lower Half
of the Complex Bending Problem Model

5 000E+O1
PLOT LIMITS
’ 0.000E+0gT
2.000E+01
0.000E+00
2 500E+01
? 0.000E+S5
2.5O0E+01
JUB= TEST
02/24/74
18.35.43

BULKF* V2A
TYPE JOB NAME
TEST

STOP

Execute bulk freedom generator.

.000000

TYPE JOB iAWE

BULKLB starts.
One loading case specified.

■TEST

SUPRL
>
Lena

Build in lines 10111, 10414 and 10717.

L0TI7

SOPHS @4

Suppress rotation about the x axis in
grid G10, since they are allowed by
BU1KF but correspond to insignificant
freedoms in the model.

g,
g|@
%

LOABL 02
^
L-0919
■I e

'
Apply a vertical distributed load of
1. lb./in. to line 10919.

a,-

OUT I

Terminate BU1K1B.

EDITLB V2A
EDITLB starts.

TYPE JOB NAME
TEST '
* ■

VDIR
Set viewing direction to (3,2/2).

>

0003 0006 @002
*
Plot (Fig. Eo27) produced.
Specify element plot.

Set viewing direction to (-3,1,20).

-■003 @001 0020
sfs

VPT
Set viewing distance to 100.

»
100o

PLOT
Plot (Fig. E.28) produced.

QUIT
STOP

Terminate EDITLB.

000000

TYPE JOB -1AME
TEST
5ft

RELFL 04
>

L03I3
L06I6

QUIT
STOP

000080

BULKLB executed again to release
rotational freedoms about the x
axis in lines L0313 and L0616.
These freedoms were suppressed
along with surface G10, but should
not have been.

in

L

'

L

U

l

ii.
"Oacf

825

$

6.000E+0G

V

LOADING CASE 1

LOADS

v

VIEW DIR. •
-3

1

2D

VIEWING D I S C
j .000E+02
PLOT LIMITS
f

2 0D0E+O1
0.000E+O0
5.00GE+01
6. 0O0E+0u'
2.500E+81

Y

MODEL

y .OOuE+uoT

L? — X

B .000E+00

LOADS
Fig. E.28.

Plot Showing Both Elements and Loads

l

i

l
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OPTIM VIA
JOB NAME (A5>
TEST
STARTING NODE
0126
NO© OF NODES- 188
SO© OF ELEMENTS 329

Bandwidth optimization.

H.B.W. BEFORE AND AFTER
HBW
CORNER POINTS
1056
12.8
4
179

126'
STOP

69 ■

89

88

0
0-

000000

STIFF V3A

Stiffness assembly

TYPE JOB NAME

TEST
STIFFNESS ASSEMBLY TIME

STOP

67;48.3

000000

OECOM V3A

Stiffness matrix decomposition

- TYPE JOB NAME

.'TEST
-ROM 'NSM VHB
5
I
. I
2
2
6
3
3
r
4
4
8
5
5
8
7
■
5
6
.6
6
• 7
7
6
•8
7
B
9
10
7
10
10
8
11
10 '
12
8
13
10
6
7
14
10
li
715
8
16 .10
17
12 ■ 8
12
9
18
.

.

-

08 2-0’
3
©s '6 @2
0§ii®3
©si 5 ©3
@S 19 $2
0822 #3
©s2§®0
0825*4
0827.6
©§81 ©i
0S 35 ©9
08 32 ©9
'©S 4 is®
0g46©4
08 49*8
8l53©9
8*5 9 .0
Is 3 ©1
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19
20

12
12

21

II

22
23

11
II

24

11

25

II

26
27

12

88

13
13
13

29

30
31

15

12

32
33
34

12
12
12
35 ' 12

.36
57
3 8

39

40
41
42
43

44

13
13
13
13
13
13

S3
S3
13

12
12
11
II
II
II

II

12
12
13
13
13
13
12
12

12

13

12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

13

4 8

13

49
50

13
13

51

S3

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

12

13

45
46
47

52
53

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
II
12

13

S3
■13
13
16
16
18
18
18
18

61
62

18

63
64

18
IB.

65

16

66
67

.20
20

68

20

is - 7*1
It 9©5
il 1*7
Is 12*7
Il 15 @3
It 17#?
1*18.4
!#20.4
1*26.0
1:26*5
1:30.3
1:29*7
1:30.8
1S S 1 @2

ls32„®3
Ss33 ©4
1:34.3
1§35@9
Is 4 S©1
Is 43 ®4
1*41.5
li 41 ®6
Is 41 ©4
I§4i ®1.
Is4l ^4

1:42*2
1:43.3
It 44 ©4
i$ 49 ©6
115-0.1'
1*47.9
1*47.5
1:47*2
1:47*5
1:47*2
Il 4 7*1
1*47.0
S§ 48 @1
It 52 @1
Is 99 @1
■2s 9 ©6
2$ 12.3
2* 18*2
2*24.9
2*38*3
2s45©8
2:58*6
3g 3.©3
3:12*8

2;29*9

Deflection computation

12§ 1 7 © ?

Stress computation

STRESS.TIME

2 Q6

177

RESULT VBA
Result display.

Specify element plot.
*

VD'IR
Set viewing direction to (-1,-2,20).

>

=00!
*

-002

0020

Set viewing distance to 100.

PLOT

Plot (Fig. E„29) produced.

BOX
>
a
o

Specify plot l i m i t s — model
limits in x- and z-directions, and
0.-25. in y-direction.

25.
0
9

.

VDIR
s>

0001 0000 000 ?
#
PLOT

Change viewing direction to (1,0,7).

Plpt (Fig. E.30) produced.

EXSTR
EXTREMUM FOR PLOTt
STMIN s
STMAX s

Find extreme values of stress for all
elements within plot limits.

0 e00iE-0l
7.932E+02

*

BOX
s> ■ '
O

Is.

25.
&

0

Change plot limits.

PLOT LIMIT

MODEL

DEFL
DEFLECTION:
Fig. E.29.

Deflection Plot of Complex Bending Problem

J 02.-'2pi

11.11.4

VIEW DIR. =
1

O

7

VIEWING DlbT.
I.000E+02
PLOT LIMITS
.
* u .OOut+Oy"
'
• 2.00OE+01
0 .000E +00
V
2.500E+01

DEFL
-X

.008E+00

DEFLECTIONS

2.500E+01

1.GO0E-01

Deflections in Lower Half of the Model
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Fig. E.30.

Lx

0 T 000E+05*

180

EXSTR
EXTREMUM FOR PLOT*

Find extreme stress value for these
new limits.

■SIM M =' 0a000E-81
STM AX s 7«,$'32E>E2
;^c -

Set stress ranges for Von Mises stress
plot.

S>

2
158.8
236.2
3

238.2

32 7.6
§>.

S> -

8

635.2
'714.6
s>
S-

714.6
794.0
.§> ■

,

VM

Von Mises stress plot specified.

*

VDIR
>

0002 0005 0004

Change viewing direction to (2,5,4).

*

PLOT

Plot (Fig. E .31) produced.

BOX
S* '' ■

15*.

Change plot limits to cover outer
shell.

200

sk

• EXSTB
EXTREMUM FOR PLOT#
STMIM s
STMAX 2

Find extreme stress values.

0.0B0E-O1
S s315E^02

%

RAimi
.. »'

0

•

Set stress ranges.

.S3.e2
.

S*
T

'
€302
I26o4

2
12So4
lg9a6
. a *

3
189^6
252®8 '
s»

,

4
:252*8 .
s>

5
' 3I690
379*2

.
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LOADING CASE 1

STRESS RANGES

0
1

( ♦•?

7.94(
1

u

m

i

5.55S&+82
5.5525+02
6.3525+02
6 352E+02
7 146E+82
7.146E+A2
7.9405+02
VIEW DIR. =
9
5
4
VIEWHC 01ST.
1.0005+02
PLOT LIMITS
£.OOOE+00
2.0005+01
1.9005+01
Y
2.5005+01
DEFL
0. OOoE+OO
2.5005+01

MODEL

-7

A

A

.Q00E+80

DEFL. AND STRESSES

x

1.L1Q0E-01

11.28.24
182

Fig. E.31. Von Hises Stress Levels in Central
Horizontal Plate, Showing Elements

183

6
379,2
448
8> .
7

442 ©4
.5'05 ©6

Change viewing direction to (1,0,0).

Specify boundary p lot.
Produce p l o t .

Set deflection scale to 0.

Change viewing distance to

10,000,000.
Plot (Fig. E.32) produced.

Terminate execution.

..Oh DIMG CASE. 1
“tr^“
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2

4
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.3
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3
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?
6
i

1
0

.8

1
'0

1

1

1

■

3

0
0

^p
r
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1
■"v

0

2

1

1
1

J
.

4

2

0

0
0

4

4
4
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1
6
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1

4:4#i%
3

2

sielsi+lS

3

.
.
..
.
.
7n .
.
. *
•
?
y
--J?—|

7

6

6

.1
0

8

8

6

9

6
1.

5 :isBE+.il

i

1

VIEW

0

1

3
4'
6
7
MODEI^

8

'4.080E+08

4

6
7

8

3

3
4 "

■8
8

4
6

7

8

7

O

DEFL. AND STRESSES
Fig. E.32.

' PLOf LIMITS
.
7—

T s i m w

1

0.000E+0O
5.000E+01

7
8

8

u.ux..
0
EI_

1.0 0 W E + 0 7

4

7

m

VIEWING DIST.

3

6

m
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2.000E+91
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%
0.000E+00

Von Mises Stress Levels in Outer Shell
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